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Getting Started

 

I

 

NTRODUCTION

 

Congratulations on adding Report Writer to your PrintSmith system. Once you discover
how to use Report Writer, you will be able to improve your business operations. There is a
large amount of untapped information regarding your business just waiting to be studied.
The information and application of the knowledge gained from that information will allow
you to improve your business profitability. What you do with that information is key to
growing your business.

To make integration of this information easier for you we have included over 100 reports
and 4 differing job tickets. These reports are set up and ready to use immediately. We rec-
ommend you take a few weeks to check out the available reports. Choose the reports you
like and use them. Once you are more familiar with these reports and the load of informa-
tion you have access to, we then recommend you take a look at the options you have for
modifying existing reports and then creating new reports from scratch.

Most of our customers find that the information available in the existing reports is enough
and that creating reports from scratch is not necessary. There are many reports available for
you to use. New reports are continuously being posted in an area at www.printsmith.com to
share and exchange reports with other Report Writer users.

In our opinion, Report Writer is the most complete and capable report generator on the
market. Features include:

• Report Wizard, an easy-to-use forms editor

• Report Manager integration to group and schedule automatic report generation

• Customize-able job tickets

• Custom reports can include fields from multiple databases

• A way to share reports with others, and security options to control distribution

• An efficient query tool 

• Multi-user functionality

• Cross-platform compatibility
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This manual starts with an overview of using the program, a review of Report Manager, and
then a walk through creating reports in Report Writer. That is followed by a reference sec-
tion defining the tools in Report Writer. DownLoader an optional product included with
Report Writer is key to understanding the data structure and field layout used in
PrintSmith. Hopefully, this manual has enough information to assist both beginning users
as well as advanced Report Writers.

 

P

 

RINT

 

S

 

MITH

 

 S

 

UPPORT

 

Report Writer ships with many useful reports which gives you the power to modify or create
new reports. Our web site www.printsmith.com includes the reports found in the Report
Writer software, plus newly released reports; currently about 150 to choose from!

Primary Report Writer support is provided via e-mail via the Report Writer e-mail forum.
This is a great place to post questions, share reports or just to see what other users are expe-
riencing. If you are not signed up, call us at 1-800-426-4963.

In addition to E-mail support we offer on site support and internet based training classes.
We offer a one-day PrintSmith University Report Writer class at our Chandler, Arizona
office. For a complete schedule of training events, please visit our web site at
www.printsmith.com.

 

O

 

VERVIEW

 

Report Writer is designed to be implement in your daily routine. After you’ve read this
manual and decided which reports you’ll want to utilize on an on going basis you can
implement new procedure in your operation supported with the information provided by
Report Writer.

With a few clicks you can access a wealth of information. The starting point is the Report
Manager. Report Manager organizes your reports and allows you to perform organizational
tasks such as identifying the reports you want available at each workstation and scheduling
those reports to happen on a routine basis.

In our example following the owner of the business has identified 4 key areas for improve-
ment:

• Increasing the number of active customers on a monthly basis.

• Under standing the color mix of printed jobs.

• Thanking customers who spend more than $500 during the past week.

• Improving communication in the production process.

http://www.printsmith.com
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Customer Status

 

Let’s open a few of the standard reports and job tickets and take a look at how information
to assist in making those goals is easily attained.

To assist in the first goal “Increasing the number of active customers on a monthly basis”
let’s use the Customer Status Report.

1. From the Reports Menu, select Report Manager.

2. Select the “Customer Status.rpt” from the list and double click or click on the “View”
icon 

 

☞

 

If you do not see this report, click on the “Register New Report” button and select it
from the list. See page 16 for instructions.
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3. The following report opens:

In just a few simple steps you are looking at a report which provides a great view of your
customer base.Use this monthly report to track the total number of active customers you
currently have.

 

Jobs Color Analysis

 

To help evaluate the type of printing jobs produced in the operation let’s view another stan-
dard report. The goal of understanding the number of jobs run, the colors used on those
jobs and the average run length of a job will help in equipment and pricing decisions.

1. If you closed the Report Manager window, Select Report Manager from the Reports
menu.

2. Select the “Jobs color analysis.rpt” from the list and double click or click on the “View”
icon.
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3. The following report opens:

This report reviews each job run during a time frame you specify and presents the total
impressions, average impressions, average job price, and color type per color. 

 

Thank You Letter

 

The third goal was to Thank customers who spent more than $500 with the business last
week. The Thank You Letter is a simple report (letter) which can be customized, scheduled
and delegated to an employee.

1. If you closed the Report Manager window, Select Report Manager from the Reports
menu.

2. Select the “Thank You Letter.rpt” from the Report Manager window.
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3. The following report opens:

This customize-able letter can be scheduled to print on a daily, weekly, or other timed basis
and print on your letterhead. This report provides a simple mechanism to thank your cus-
tomers.

 

Job Tickets

 

Accurate communication with production helps in producing the correct jobs by the dead-
line imposed. Sometimes a simple change in how a job ticket looks will start conversation
on information needed in your operation to ensure that everyone has what they need to
produce a quality product on time. Therefore you may want to consider using a custom Job



 

Job Tickets
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Ticket. There are some great job tickets available. Here are a two example of the custom Job
Tickets you can choose.

If you want to use one of the Report Writer job tickets permanently in your PrintSmith sys-
tem, you must indicate the job ticket in Job Ticket Preferences in the Admin menu.

 

Using a Custom Job Ticket

 

1. From the Admin menu, select Preferences.

Job Count:

PO Number:

Proof:

Proofed by:

Bill To:

Customer ID:

Work Order
Ship To Ordered By When

Ordered

Due:

Ship:

SRep:

Taken:

Source:

Order Information

Account Type:

Disks:_____ Photos:_____ Art:____________

New Jobs Exact Repeat Repeat with changes

Charge

File Originals

1 1 5 8 4

1

ALESI GLASS INDUSTRIES INC
4500 OAK CIR
MESA AZ  85219

Lawrence Alesi

Ext Ref Number

602-555-9315

11/27/01  7:52:09 

7049

MIKE

11/15/02 10:19 AM Fri

( 4 )

ALESI GLASS INDUSTRIES INC
4500 OAK CIR
MESA AZ  85219

12/3/01

FEDEX

Calendars

602-555-9472

Color:Parent:

Run Size:
Finish Size:

Sheets

Originals:

Up:

On:

Front:
Back:

Colors Passes Wash Ups Imp/Run

Imp/Total:

Setup Time:

Front & Back

Run Time:

Total Time:

Actual Done

Qty

Sets of:

Sides:

 Number out:

Vendor: #:

Ink Front:
Ink Back:

Description

Stock

Press

Notes:

Ordered:

Parent:

Finish:

Press

# of Sheets:

On Press:

Form

Signatures:Signatures:

Est. Waste:

8.5 x 11

5 0 0 0Security Pet Door

80# Scott Text Gloss

White
Unisource

8.5 x 11
8.5 x 11

5 2 0 4

1

1

1

Itek 3985

12 1 1 5 2 0 4

Blue / Green

5 2 0 4

Enter special instructions here...

2 0 4

1

0:20

1:02

1:22

1

Press Job (1)*I00002D4000018*

5 2 0 4

5000

5 2 0 4

1

Services Charged QtyActual QtyDoneRatePre Press

1Black ink 750000.0

Job Ticket
Invoice #

Job#

Source Inv:

PO Number:

Sales Rep:

Taken by:

Proof Due:

Proofed by:

Customer:

Contact:
Customer ID:

Phone:
FAX:

Ordered on:
Wanted by:

Production

11/15/02 10:20 AM Fri

1 1 5 8 4

1 of 1

*I00002D4000018*
ALESI GLASS INDUSTRIES INC
4500 OAK CIR
MESA AZ  85219

Lawrence Alesi
Ext Ref Number
6 0 2 - 5 5 5 - 9 3 1 5
6 0 2 - 5 5 5 - 9 4 7 2
11/27/01  7:52:09 AM
12/3/01

7 0 4 9

MIKE

Qty Ordered:
Description:

Price:

Stock: Color:

Parent Size:
Run Size:

Finish Size:

Sheets Req'd:
Qty Press:

Qty Ordered:
Sheets: Up: On:

Front:
Back:

Colors Passes Wash Ups Imp/Run Ink Colors

Imp/Total:

Setup Time:

Front & Back

Run Time:

Total Time:

Actual Done

Press:

Setup/Waste Allowed:
8.5 x 11

5 0 0 0
Security Pet Door

365.07

80# Scott Text Gloss White
Unisource

8.5 x 11
8.5 x 11

5 2 0 4
5 0 0 0
5 0 0 0
1 1 1

Itek 3985

2 1 1 Blue / Green

5 2 0 4

Special Instructions: Enter special instructions here...

2 0 4

Vendor:

0:20

1:02

1:22

5 2 0 4

Quantity Description Price Actual Done
Pre Press

1 Black ink 1 .31
2 Metal 11 x 18 31 .50

Parent to run cut 0 .00
1:00 Typeset (Time) 63 .00

Quantity Description Price Actual Done
Bindery

Normal cut 0 .00

Delivery Info: FEDEX Charge File Originals
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2. Click on the Job Ticket preference.

3. Click on the “Custom Style” radio button.

4. Click on the button to the far right of the “Custom Style” field.

5. Select the ticket you intend to use. In this case “Work Order.rpt”

6. Click “Select” and “OK” the Preferences window. The work order you selected is now
the job ticket used when printing tickets.

Hopefully this overview showed the power of the tool and inspires you to continue learning
about Report Manager and Report Writer.
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Report Manager

 

M

 

ANAGING

 

 R

 

EPORTS

 

The Report Manager is a tool that provides a convenient way to distribute reports at each
workstation with secure access. Additionally each workstation can have differing reports
scheduled to run at most anytime. It is quick and easy to view a report in Report Manager,
as you have seen. Now we will look at the other functions available in this command.
Report Manager allows you to view, print, export and schedule reports created by Report
Writer.

 

View. 

 

 Displays the group on screen. The results are shown as they will print
page by page. Navigation buttons move through the report a page at time. The
report can be printed from this window.

 

Print.  

 

Runs the report or report group and prints the results without a preview
to the selected printer.

 

Export to file.  

 

Executes the report and exports the data to a single file in a
manner similar to the DownLoader. Unlike DownLoader exports, Report Writer
can report from several databases at a single time and reports can be sorted and
filtered to contain only the data you requested.

Report scheduled for weekly export

View/print preview

Print

Export

Edit report properties

Group reports

Bring new reports in to Report Manager
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Edit.  

 

Sets the schedule, security level, and output location for exported reports.
It can also be used to add and delete reports to a group. Only one group can be
edited at a time. See “Customizing Frequency of Report Runs” on page 20 for
more information.

 

Create New Group. 

 

 Combines the selected report groups into a new, editable
group. See “Create New Group” on page 17 for more information.

 

Register New Report. 

 

 

 

Used to register reports created on other machines.
Reports created on your local machine are automatically registered with Report
Manager. Use Register New Report to add reports from external sources, such as
reports created on other workstations, to your machine.

 

Using Report Manager

 

In most cases, the business owner or manager creates the reports within Report Writer, and
the staff generates these reports using Report Manager.

Report Manager is designed to work with existing reports that have been registered with the
Report Manager system. You can view, print and export reports, or you can schedule reports
to be exported or printed.

 

Registering New Reports

 

Reports created on computers other than the one you are on need to be registered before
they are available in Report Manager. Reports must reside in the “Reports” folder inside the
PrintSmith folder to be available to Report Manager. Reports linked with aliases/shortcuts
can be registered.

1. Choose Register new report… from the Report Manager window.

2. Highlight the report you wish to register.

 

☞

 

Only unregistered reports appear in the “Reports to register” window.

 

3. Click on the “Register” button.
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Create New Group

 

You can create groups of related reports to run together, such as sales, commissions and cus-
tomer aging reports.

1. Select the reports to be grouped, such as “Customers - Aging.rpt,” “Customer - Bal-
ance.rpt” and “Customers - Collect by Rep.rpt.” Hold down the <

 

shift

 

> key to
extend a group selection.

2. Click on “Create new group”. A new report appears in the Report Manager window.
Grouped reports have titles that end in “Group”. 

3. Click on “Edit” to manage the group.

4. Schedule the group for printing or export.

Group Title
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Edit Report Group

 

Most report management activities are set up with the Report Group window, which is
accessed via the Edit icon. Note that a group can be either a single report, or a group of
reports. 

 

Report Manager Commands

 

Save.  

 

Save changes and close the window.

 

Add Report.  

 

An additional way to add a report to the group. Reports must be
in the “Reports” folder to be added to the group.

 

Set Schedule. 

 

 Schedules reports to be run at a certain frequency and time.
Reports can be scheduled to run on multiple days and times.

Edit

Save

Add new report

Schedule report
run

Specify export
location Delete Apply Search

Rules

Remove Search
Rules

SecurityFrequency
of run

Turn export on/off

Print dialog off

Turn schedule off

Specifies time for daily reports

Specifies time for weekly reports

Specifies time for monthly reports

Select one or more hours to start a report

Specify days and times for report run

8:00 AM
21
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Security.  

 

Sets security options for the report based on PrintSmith’s standard security set-
tings.

The security options are available when signing into PrintSmith as a user other than a “no
name” user on a stand-alone system.

•

 

Me

 

. The report group is available only to that user name.

•

 

My Group

 

. The current user group is given access.

•

 

Everybody

 

. All users have access. By default, Everybody is selected.

 

Set export location.  

 

This button is used to select the folder to when exporting
a report. If the report group contains multiple reports, the file name is automati-
cally assigned. The export file name for single reports is set when the export path
is selected.

 

Delete Report.

 

 

 

 

 

Removes a report from the group. Only membership in the
group is removed; the report is not deleted.

Default exported report

Enter export report name
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Preset Search Rules  accesses the Define Search Rules window. Any pre-defined rules
set in Report Writer appear automatically. See “Define Search Rules” on page 124 for more
information.

Remove Presets.  Erases search rules from Report Manager. Default search
rules defined in Report Writer are restored.

Do not show printer dialogue between reports
When enabled, this option hides the print dialogue box when printing multiple reports
from Report Manager. This allows the print options to be presented once at the beginning,
as opposed to having to wait to “OK” the print dialogue box between individual reports
during the printing process.

Deleting a Report from Report Manager
1. Select the report to be deleted.

2. Press the “Delete” key.

3. Click “Yes” in the Ok to delete window.

☞ Deleting the report from Report Manager only removes it from Report Manager. The
report is not removed from the Reports Folder.

Deleting a Group
From the Report Manager window, select the group to be eliminated and press the <delete>
key.

Customizing Frequency of Report Runs
Use the Admin menu, Table Editor to customize the frequency in which reports can be gen-
erated. See the PrintSmith Reference Guide for more information.
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Export the Customer Address List
Report data can be exported for use in a spreadsheet, word processing document or other
applications.

1. From the Report Manager window, select Export to File.

2. Give the file a new name and place in a folder accessible by the application you will be
importing to.

3. Click on “Save”.

4. Start the spreadsheet or word processing application and open or import the
PrintSmith data.

☞ The export format for the report can be saved as a layout property. See “Report Cre-
ation Overview” on page 28 for more information.

Schedule a Report for Daily Printing
1. From Report Manager, select “Customers - Balance.rpt.”
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2. Select “Edit”.

3. Choose “Set Schedule”.

Edit Icon

Schedule Icon
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4. From the Set Schedule window, select “Daily” and set a time five minutes from now.
Use AM, PM or military time. 

5. Click “OK”.

6. Click “Save”.

7. Close Report Manager.

8. Keep PrintSmith running and wait five minutes for the report to print. The report will
print to the currently selected printer.

☞ Repeat the steps above to run Customer Balances at a certain time, or choose “No
Schedule” to not schedule the report for printing.
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REPORTING FROM THE PENDING LIST
The View and Print buttons are present in the Pending Document window if you have
Report Writer. These buttons are handy for generating reports for a group of selected docu-
ments in the pending list. To use this, select the document(s) for which you wish to generate
a report. The documents must all be of the same type (all Estimates or all Invoices). You can
select up to 50 documents at one time.

When you click on the View or Print button, a list of all the reports “registered” with the
Report Manager is displayed. 

Reports run this way are ideal for generating a group of packing lists, or custom job tickets
and other reports of this nature. Example: A single Report Writer delivery ticket can be
generated for two Britgar Motors invoices which will be delivered at the same time.

The reports you intend to run from the Pending Document window need to include the
fields “Document Number” and “Document Type”. If these fields are not present, you will
receive an error message and the report will not run. See “Document Number Change Rec-
ognition” on page 41

SHARING REPORTS
Sharing and Downloading Reports from the Web

Additional reports are available at www.printsmith.com. Some reports are available for free,
and others can be purchased. See the web site for details.

Report Writer Print and View buttons.

A delivery ticket will print for the two 
selected invoices in the pending list.
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Sharing Reports within Your Organization
Reports developed on the master computer or a workstation can be shared with others.
Reports can be distributed over a network, or they can be downloaded or sent via E-mail.
Reports should have a *.rpt file extension, and should be placed in the Reports folder inside
the PrintSmith folder.

The file size of a report depends upon several factors, including the complexity of its layout.
Simple reports may be quite small, but larger, more complicated reports such as Job
Ticket.rpt may be as large as 300 kb.

Layouts must be saved in the Reports folder inside the PrintSmith folder for use with
Report Manager.

Sharing Report Previews
Once a report has been run, the results can be distributed electronically to other PrintSmith
users. Report previews can be saved as files with a *.pct/*.img extension.

Saving a Report Preview to be Shared
Use the following procedure to save report results as a sharable file.

1. Highlight a report and click the View icon.

2. Choose File menu, Save.

3. Give the file a name. Be sure to use the *.pct/*.img file name extension.

4. Save the report in the “Reports” folder.

Saving One Page of a Report to be Shared
Use the following procedure to save one page of a report results as a sharable file.

1. Highlight a report and click the View icon.

2. Hold down the <option> or <alt > key and choose File menu, Save.
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3. Give the file a name with a *.pct/*.img file name extension to save the file in a
viewable format.

4. Save the report in the “Reports” folder.

Viewing a Saved Report Preview
From the PrintSmith main menu, choose File menu, Open and select the *.img or *.pct file
from the reports folder.

☞ Report Writer must be installed to view *.img files.
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3 Creating New Reports

CREATION METHODS
There are three ways to obtain new reports:

1. Download new reports from www.printsmith.com.

2. Use the Report Wizard to create a new report, see “Report Wizard” on page 75.

3. Use the Layout Manager to build a new report or to modify an existing report without
the assistance of the Wizard.

This chapter focuses on the third option in creating new reports from scratch using the Lay-
out Manager and then later covers modifying an existing report. Many exercises are
included which cover the following topics.

• Selecting a Data Source

• Page Layout

• Using the Page Part Manager

• Leading and Trailing Page Summaries

• Grid Settings 

• Adding Graphics, Images and Logos

• Using Field Properties

• Using Object Properties

• Using Search Rules

• Exporting Data

• Setting the Sort Order

USING LAYOUT MANAGER
Report Writer creates new reports based on PrintSmith data. The data can come from mul-
tiple databases, or from documents. Reports can be highly formatted, such as a job ticket or

http://www.printsmith.com
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customer form letter, or can be simple, unformatted reports for internal use. This initial
Report Writer window is known as the Layout Manager. 

The Layout Manager is the initial Report Writer window, which accesses the New Report
Wizard and the design and database layout tools. For a brief description of each tool, see
“Understanding Report Writer Tools” on page 115.

 REPORT CREATION OVERVIEW
Creating a report from scratch requires two tasks: 

1. choosing a data source or sources, and 

2. designing report layouts. 

Navigation Tools

Graphic Tool
Palette

New Report Wizard

Layout Grid

Viewing Scale

Rulers

Report Title

Page Parts

Resize Window
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With Report Writer, you can create a wide range of reports that are limited only by the
scope of information within PrintSmith. These reports can be highly formatted, or very
simple. Report Writer uses existing PrintSmith documents and list data as sources for
reports. A report can be based exclusively on one document or list, or it can be made up of
a combination of sources. 

Working in the Layout Manager Window
A report is divided into logical sections, such as a header, footer and body page part. A sam-
ple report layout is shown below.

To resize the body, header and footer elements in the Layout Manager work area, click and
drag on any Page Part name. The cursor will change into a double-headed arrow when posi-
tioned over an element.

To resize the printable area, choose File menu, Page Setup… (File menu, Print Setup for
Windows) and choose a different paper size or orientation. Verify margin settings in Layout
Manager.

☞ Page setup information such as orientation and larger page sizes is lost when reports
are transferred across platforms.

Header

Body

Footer
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Viewing Scale.  Click on the larger icon to zoom in, and click on the smaller icon to
reduce the viewing scale. Maximum zoom is 1000% and minimum is 50%.

Refer to the following section for information on the tools available in Layout Manager.
Refer to “Report Creation Overview” on page 28 for information on creating reports with-
out using the New Report Wizard, and on advanced functions, such as queries.

Data Sources
Document types include invoices, estimates, jobs, charges and group charges. There are a
number of fields within each document type that can be included or excluded from a
report.

Document data source 
The example below shows the document types available with the Documents option
selected. In this example only information from the document type Invoices is available,
and Job information will also be available in a separate table. Charge information is not. 

The “Starting record number” field allows you to set the starting point of a search which
will skip data you know is not part of the data to be reported. This is great when creating a
report which will start searching the last 12 months of activity even though you have five
years of PrintSmith history. 

Decrease by 50%

Increase by 50%
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The example below shows a list of data available for the report. Only database tables that are
linked to the Invoice and Job documents are selectable.

☞ You cannot modify the links between tables.

Document data sources are:

• Pending list only: Restricts information to documents on the pending list.

• Invoices: Makes data available from previously created invoices.

• Estimates: Makes data available from previously created estimates.

• Jobs: Job data is available in addition to information from the specified document.

• Charges: Charge data is available in addition to information from the specified docu-
ment.

• Group charges: Used with Job Tickets to show charges in order of their type instead of
the order in which they appear in the document.

• Remove hidden charges: Removes hidden charges on reports. 

List Data Source
List data includes documents and all information held in PrintSmith tables, such as cus-
tomer information, price lists and stock definitions. As with document data, certain tables
are logically linked to others, and those links will be available as data sources to Report
Writer. You cannot modify those links.
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The table below shows the list data available in Report Writer. 

For information on the data fields available from PrintSmith, see “Fields & Records” on
page 185.

Designing the Report Layout
Just as you can include a header, footer and body in a page layout application, you can
include the same elements in reports generated by Report Writer. In addition, you can
include special headers and footers called titles, leading summaries, trailing summaries,
grand summaries and trailer. The next section explains the use of these elements.

The size and orientation of pages is controlled by the File menu, Page Setup (File menu,
Print Setup) command. Report Writer relies on the printer settings to determine size and
orientation of reports.

Margins and indentations are set with the Layout manager. See “Layout Manager” on page
49 for more information.

Page Layout
At a minimum, layouts in Report Writer generally include three major components:

Header Holds a report title, data that will be repeated on every page, such as heading rows,
and other information.

Body  The body holds the bulk of the report data. It can contain just a few fields, or many.
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Footer  The footer can hold a page number, date or other information.

The header, body and footer in Report Writer are similar to the header, body and footer in
word processing or spreadsheet applications. A typical header may include a date, the report
name and the labels for any fields that appear in the body of a report. The body of a report
likely will contain most of the report data. A common footer may include a page number
and a document tracking number.

The parts of a report are established with Page Part Manager. See “Page Part Manager” on
page 36 for more information.

To view Page Part Manager, double-click on a page part on the left side of Lay-
out Manager, or click on page part manager   icon. 

In addition to a header, body and footer, Report Writer includes special features called title,
leading summaries, trailing summaries, grand summaries and trailer.

Title
Appears only on the first page of a report. When a title page part is used, Report Writer
doesn’t put a header on the first page. In the example below, the Customer - Address List.rpt

Header

Body

Footer
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report has been modified to have a first page entitled “Your Company Address List” while
pages from two onward will say “Addresses Continued” at the top.

Leading Summary
Leading summaries are powerful tools that can create report information based on certain
conditions. For example, the Job Ticket report uses a minimal body page part, but seven
leading summaries. The leading summaries are created from job records with only one job
printing per report. Multi-page jobs, such as booklets, could include the phrase “See follow-
ing pages” to indicate the reader should expect more information on additional pages.

Prints on
first page

Prints on
subsequent
pages
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The example below shows the first leading summary from the Job Ticket.rpt. The section
only appears when the job pricing method equals 120 (booklet). It also starts a new page
following this section, and runs in place of the body. 

Trailing Summary
Works similarly to leading summaries, but can summarize fields. The “Customer Collection
by Rep.” for example, uses a trailing summary to total the individual amounts customers
have in their outstanding balance. Available summarizing fields are total, average, count,
max and minimum. See “Field Types and Properties” on page 147 for more information.

Grand Summary
Grand summaries print one time only: at the end of a report. In a collections report, for
example, a grand summary might total how much customers owe you.

Formula Field

Job Pricing Method = 120

“Document Job Counts”

Appears in bodyTrailing Summary totals
balances in the body
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As with a trailing summary, available summarize fields are total, average, count, max and
minimum. See “Field Types and Properties” on page 147 for more information.

In the example below, the Balance Summary by Balance.rpt inserts a rule and a field that
totals all the customer balances contained in the body of the report.

Page Part Manager
The building blocks of a report are set with Page Part Manager, which assigns elements to
be included in reports. In addition, Page Part Manager helps to format documents by con-

Rule

Appears on last page
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trolling where summaries and footers appear. The graphic below shows the options available
with Page Part Manager. 

Summary Page Part Manager
Leading and trailing summaries can start on new pages, or can be made to appear under
conditions you establish. Start new pages or set conditions by using the Summary Page Part
Manager.

The Summary Page Part Manager is accessed from the Page Part Man-
ager.

Prints the title on the first
page of the report

Prints the header on all
pages of the report

Prints Leading Summary

Add fields for Leading Summary

Prints body of the report

Hides body of the report

Prints Trailing Summary

Add fields for Trailing Summary

Prints Grand Summary at report end

Prints Footer at page bottom

Prints only on last page

Moves Footer beneath body
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To view or change the properties of an existing Summary field, double-click on the field in
Page Part Manager to display Summary Page Part Manager and the existing conditions for
the Summary field.

Summary Page Part Manager displays the existing settings for the field.

To start a new page or set summary conditions, enable the type of summary you want and
click the “Add…” button from within Page Part Manager to bring up Summary Page Part
Manager.

Double-click to edit or view

This box is an additional trigger which 
tells PrintSmith to recognize separate 
document numbers.

Data source used to trigger the 
conditional page part.

The Sigma button allows access to 
Formula fields.

Add button

Summary enabled
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To start a new page, select the database and field and the “Start new page function,” and
then click “OK”.

To enable a conditional summary, start Summary Page Part Manager and select the desired
conditions. Click “OK” when finished.

Conditions may be based on a single formula, as shown in the following example, or may be
a combination of formulas using the and/or function. For more information on finding
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data and creating search formulas, see “” on page 147. Table field names are explained in the
DownLoader Reference Guide.

☞ “Skip report body when used” eliminates body part information from the report.

Field name in table
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Document Number Change Recognition
Report Writer recognizes document number changes on top of field changes. When this set-
ting is enabled, multiple documents can be printed or viewed from the Pending Document
Window. This allows documents to be recognized separately and not combined on to a sin-
gle job ticket. The check box for this feature should be enabled for all custom job tickets
you create.

Working with Conditions in Summary Page Part Manager
Multiple conditions can be set when creating reports. When the first valid condition is met,
subsequent conditions are ignored.

For example, the Job Ticket report makes extensive use of conditional summaries. There are
six different conditions based on the job number in the Job Ticket. As the report runs, it
creates pages in the report based on conditions, one condition at a time.

Conditional summaries are a powerful way to use Report Writer. The example below shows
how to create a simple conditional summary based on Account Type.

1. Click on the New Report Wizard.

2. Create a report from Customers.

3. Click “OK”.

4. Click and drag on the Body page part and make room for two new Leading Summa-
ries.

5. Click on the Page Part Manager icon and enable leading summaries.

6. Click “Add”.

7. Select Conditional Summary, and from the Customers database select the “Account
Type” field.
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8. Create a formula of >= 1 and enable Start New Page. Click “OK”. 

9. Use the New database field tool to create a new field based on account type in the
leading summary.

10. Use Page Part Manager to create another leading summary. Make it conditional using
the settings shown below.
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11. Hold down the <option> or <alt> key and click on the database field from the first
leading summary and drag the field into the new leading summary.

12. Run the report. 

Grid Settings
When designing a report layout, it is often difficult to line up fields and objects. Report
Writer uses a non-printing display of grid lines to help users properly align fields and
objects.

A feature called “Snap” pulls objects and fields to the nearest horizontal and vertical grid
line. With Grid Settings, users can turn snap on or off, and set the snap increment.

In addition. Grid Settings show and hides “T” square guides. 
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Ruler Manager
Ruler Manager turns rules on and off and sets measurement scale.

☞ Inches are delineated in points (72 to an inch).

Adding Graphics
While not required, adding graphics can enhance the readability and appearance of a report.
Report Writer includes a variety of drawing tools to add rules, shading, fills, and color to
reports.

Graphic Tool Palette
For a description of each tool, see “Understanding Report Writer Tools” on page 115. The
following section describes how to use the Graphic Tool Palette.

1. From Report Writer, create a new report.

2. Select the New line object tool.

3. Draw a straight line in the header that spans the width of the report. 

☞ Hold down the <shift> key to constrain the line to 180 degrees.

4. Double-click on the line with the Edit object tool.
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5. From the Object Properties window, you can modify pen width, color, fill and size.

6.  Click “Done” when finished.

Report Profiler
<shift> click on Layout Manager to produce the Report Profiler. The Report Profiler
details elements in the report, including tables1. 

1. When sharing reports, you must double check users have access to the tables on which the reports are 
based. Tables should be placed in the PrintSmith > Reports ReportWriter > Tables folder.

Tables included in report

Elements in report

Page Parts

Layout Coordinates

Search and Sort Rules

Shift-click
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Image Viewer
Add and use images from PrintSmith’s built-in document formats. 

☞ Opening Image Viewer creates a new, untitled report.

Modifying Images
Form images can be modified in Report Writer. To modify an image, follow the steps below.

1. Click on the Image Viewer icon. A new, untitled report is created.
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2. Use the arrows to find the image you wish to modify.

3. Click on “Select”.

4. Although it may be difficult to see, the image will be automatically selected. An image
is selected when small, black dots (or white dots in a shaded area) called section handles
appear at the corners and at the sides of the image.

5. Click the Ungroup selected objects icon.

6. Edit the form objects individually.

Adding Modified Images to Image Viewer
To add form images to Image Viewer, group the objects and copy and paste the grouped
object into Image Viewer.

Selection
handle

Selection 
handle
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1. Click on the Select all objects tool.

2. Click on the Group selected objects icon.

3. Choose Edit menu, Copy.

4. Open Image Viewer by clicking on its icon.

5. Choose Edit menu, Paste.

Page Size and Orientation
The local machine printer settings determine the report size and orientation. For the
MacOS, choose File menu, Page Setup to change page size and orientation. For Windows,
choose File menu, Print Setup.

Page size and orientation settings may be lost when reports are transferred across platforms.
When transferring reports across platforms, be sure to check Page Setup or Print Setup set-
tings, and to verify margins in Layout Manager.
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Layout Manager
Layout Manager locks (protects) the layout file and sets export options, page margins and
print scaling.

☞ Export formats can also be set in Export Preview.

Margins
Margins set indentations from the sides, top and bottom of the report. The default value
is.5-inch.

Adjust
Adjust can be used to override margin settings to increase the offset from the top or left
side.

Scale
Scale proportionally resizes a report.

Options
Protect layout creates a lock file that prevents a “Save” or “Save as” command from over-
writing an existing report.

Printer can rotate text. Specifies whether a print device is PostScript-compatible and can
rotate text. 

Export field names includes the names of fields when data is exported. If enabled,
Report Writer data exported to a spreadsheet would show field names in the first row of
cells.

Export Format: specifies the format type of the exported file.
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FIELD PROPERTIES
Fields display report data. There are two kinds of fields in Report Writer: database fields and
formula fields. Database fields display information from PrintSmith tables and documents,
while formula fields perform calculations. For a detailed look at field types, see “” on page
147.

Organizing and Rearranging Fields
Once a basic page layout is set, fields are added to display report information. To add a field
to report, select the New database field tool and click and drag an area for the field in
the Report Writer window.

As soon as you release the mouse, the Select Data Source window appears (if not already
selected). Choose a data source and continue. See “Data Sources” on page 30 for more
information.

A data field can be moved or resized. To move a field, use the Edit object tool and select the
database field. Click inside the field and the cursor changes to a compass. Drag to reposition
the field. 

To resize a field, select it with the Edit object tool. As soon as a field is selected, a bound-
ing box with handles on the four corners and in the middle top and bottom edges appear.

New database
field
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The cursor changes to a cross-hair when placed over a handle. You can resize a field by click-
ing on a handle with the cross-hair cursor and moving it.

☞ To return a field to its original proportions, hold down the <shift> key while
resizing a field.

Select Data Source
As soon as a field is placed in Report Writer, the Select Data Source window appears. It
specifies the source of report data. Sources include documents, such as invoices and esti-
mates, and PrintSmith’s built-in databases.

To change the primary source of an individual field, double-click on the field to access the
Field Properties window. Select a new source from the options available in the Field Proper-
ties window.

☞ Take great care when changing a data source after a report is created. Unexpected
results may occur.

Cross-hair cursor
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Field Properties
To display field properties, double-click on a field. The data source for a field can be selected
or changed from this window. 

Field Type is used to

• Change the database field to which the object is linked

• Turn the field into a formula, and set the output type. See “For-
mula Fields” on page 151 for more information

• Suppress duplicate entries

• Summarize changes the output of fields set to Sum in the Wiz-
ard. Options include Total, Average, Count, Max(imum) and
Min(imum)

Options are used to

• Set borders around fields when printed

• Suppress when the field is empty or zero

• Set as true or false

• Specify true and false text values, such as Yes or No

• Round formula results

• Expand page parts when printing
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Formatting Fields
Although most often used to simply display text and numbers, fields can be formatted just
like graphic objects. Foreground, background, pen and color properties can be applied to
database fields. 

To apply formatting to a field, select it with the Edit object tool. Then use the
foreground, background, pen or color options to apply formatting.

To change font properties, select the field with the Edit object tool. Then
choose the Change Text Properties icon to display the Text Properties win-
dow. Change the font properties as desired.

Fields can also be formatted from the Object Properties window. To open the
window, select the Object Properties icon.

Grouping Fields
Fields can be grouped into unified objects. When fields are grouped, they can be reposi-
tioned as a unit and will not lose their relative positions and alignment. 

To group fields, select the fields by holding the <shift> key and selecting the
fields with the Edit object tool. Then click on the Group Selected Objects icon.

Generating the Report
Once a report is designed and fields are selected, it is time to generate the report. To run a
report, select either the Print Preview or Export Preview icons.

Saving the Report
To save a report, choose File menu, Save. Reports should be saved with a.rpt file name
extension in the Reports folder.

Printing
Reports can be generated with or without a preview. When you preview a report, you have
an option to cancel before sending the report to the printer. When you print without a pre-
view, report data is sent directly to the printer.

Report layouts cannot be printed. Choosing File menu, Print, prints the report without a
preview.

Printing with a Preview
To preview a report before printing, choose the Print Preview or Export Preview icon.

Print Preview Export Preview

Print Preview Export Preview
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Click on the Print Icon from the Print Preview or Export Preview windows to
print the report

Printing without a Preview
Choosing File menu, Print prints the report without a preview.

☞ Printing without a preview can send a large number of pages to the printer. Use this
option with care.

Object Properties
Settings
Displays properties of the selected object. Some properties can be set or modified from this
widow, but in general it is recommended to use the drawing and fill tools to modify objects.
The fill, invert, paint and erase options do not apply to lines, but may be used with other
objects, most commonly the objects created with the New database field, oval, new box and
rounded box tools.   

Other options include:

• Fill. Turns the background pattern on or off. When switched off, the object is transpar-
ent.

• Invert. Reverses the video display of the image.

Object type

Background style

Turns object border on and off

Hides/shows object

Number of objects in a group

during printing
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• Paint. Turns the background color on or off. When switched off, the object is transpar-
ent.

• Erase. Removes fill. Object is opaque instead of transparent.

Pen Mode
Pen mode displays transfer modes for background fills. In general, it is best to use the fore-
ground, and background tools to change object properties. Transfer modes are part of the
PICT graphic format, and not all functions are cross-platform.

Size
The size tab displays detailed information about the dimensions of the selected object. The
size cannot be modified from this window. Use a graphics tool to change the dimension of
an object. Display units are set in Ruler Manger.

Transfer modes
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Inserting a Date or Time Field
Date, time and page number fields are formulas. When you choose a date, time, or page
number output type, PrintSmith automatically inserts the correct formula in the Formula
Properties window. A date field, for example, is Date: ^0 in the Formula Properties window.

To insert a date field, follow the steps below:

1. Draw a database field with the New database field tool.

2. In the Field Properties window, choose Formula field.

3. Switch Output as: to Current Date.

4. Name the field Date.

5. Click “OK”.

Inserting Page Numbers
To insert a page number field, follow the steps below:

1. Draw a database field with the New database field tool.

2. In the Field Properties window, choose Formula field.

3. Switch Output as: to Current Page.
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4. Name the field Page# or Current Page.

5. Click “OK”.

Modifying Date, Time and Page Number Formats
Report Writer uses U.S.-style page, date and time formats by default. These formats can be
modified by changing the formula field. To modify the page number format, for example,
delete Page: from the formula field and replace it with the local word for page either
before or after the ^0.

Edit or move “Page:”
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Date and time fields can also be modified in the Formula Properties window.

Hiding/Showing Store Number During Printing
Some reports, such as the sample file Commissions.rpt, have store number fields that can
be hidden or shown. By default, the Commissions.rpt store number is hidden. To display
the store number field, follow the steps below:

1. Select the store number field with the Edit object tool.

2. Choose the View object properties icon.

3. Deselect the “Hidden” checkbox.

4. Click on “Done”.

Selecting Objects

Edit Object Tool

Use the Edit object tool to select graphics and fields.

Edit or move “Date:” Edit or move “Time:”

Deselect
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To select more than one object at a time, hold down the <Shift> key while making addi-
tional selections.

Select All Objects Tool

The Select all objects tool selects all objects in the Layout Manager window, including
those objects that may have been pushed off the screen.

To select only objects outside of the Layout Manager window, hold down the <shift>
key before choosing the Select all objects tool. See “Report Profiler” on page 45 on how to
obtain a count of all objects off the screen.

Grouping and Ungrouping Objects
Database fields and graphic objects, including text objects, reside in different layers in
Report Writer and will shuffle independently. When grouping database fields and graphics,
the separate layers may cause unexpected results.

Grouping Objects
Use the Group selected objects tool to combine two or more selected objects
into a single object.

Ungrouping Objects
Use the Ungroup selected objects tool to divide a combined object into parts.

Reordering Objects
Report Writer includes several tools to reorder grouped objects. Objects can be
stacked to create special visual effects, such as placing a black screen behind a text object to
build a drop shadow.

Use the Shuffle UP, Shuffle DOWN, Bring to front and Send back tools to manipulate
objects.

☞ Database fields and graphic objects, including text objects, reside on different layers. 

Multiple objects selected

Bottom ObjectTop Object
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Shuffle UP. Lifts a stacked object one level.

Shuffle DOWN. Lowers a stacked object one level.

Bring to front. Moves a selected object to the top of a stack.

Send to back. Moves a selected object to the bottom of a stack.

Copy and Paste
Fields and graphics objects can be copied from one report to another. Report Writer offers
several ways to copy and paste.

Edit Menu
1. Select an object.

2. Choose Edit menu, Copy.

3. Choose Edit menu, Paste.

Objects copied from one report can be pasted to the identical location on the target report.

Duplicate
1. Select an object.

2. Choose the Duplicate selected objects icon.

☞ Keyboard Shortcut: <option> or <alt> key drag copies any object.

Special Copy Function
Copy Selection to Bitmap

The Copy selection to bitmap tool transforms a selected object into a bitmap graphic.
Live data fields will become unchanging graphics if converted.

Use Copy selection to bitmap to create “static” logos for use in reports. Windows users
should convert Windows BMP files to PICT files on the Mac for best results.
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USING SEARCH RULES
Define Search Rules. Fields in the report can be limited to specific ranges, including dates,
amounts, times and text. See “Finding Data with Report Manager and Report Writer” on
page 123 for more information. 

Searching for Dates
Date fields may be searched using a special pop-up window that appears on left side of the
Define Search Rules window. See “Using Dynamic Dates” on page 126 for more informa-
tion.

Click to build
search rules

Searching for
greater than
10000

Click to show
before printing

Pop-up window
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Define Sort Rules
Allows sorting of fields in ascending or descending order. Double-click on a field on the left
to move it to the Sort Order window. Click and drag on a field in the Sort Order window
to rearrange the order of fields. 

❆ Sorts can only be performed on database fields, not formula fields. Documents can be
sorted on the invoice level, but not from jobs or charges.

MODIFYING AN EXISTING REPORT
In this example, modify a report that ships with PrintSmith. Replace the “Account No.”
label and data field with “Sales Rep.” 

1. Choose File menu, Open and select “Customers - Rankings.rpt”.

2. Click “Open”.

3. Examine the layout of the report, and click on “Print Preview” to see how a report pop-
ulated with data appears. Close the report preview.
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4. Select the Edit object tool.

5. Double-click on the “Account Number” field.

6. From the Field Properties window, choose up/down arrows.

7. Select “Sales Rep” and click “OK”.

8. With the Edit object tool still active, click on the label above Sales Rep.

9. Select the New text object tool.

10. Click in the label.

11. Remove the Account # data and replace with Sales Rep. (You may need to enlarge the
size of the box, depending on the font you are using.)

12. Click in a gray area of Layout Manager to deselect the field.

13. Preview the report

14. Save the report with a new name.

MODIFYING WIZARD REPORTS
Wizard Reports can make great building blocks for creating new reports. You can take an
existing report created with the Wizard and then add new fields, change field properties or
even change the source of the report data.

In the following example, modify the Customer report to only show the customer name,
sales rep and balance.

1. Start Report Writer.

2. Click on the New Report Wizard icon.

3. In “Create report from:,” field choose Customers.

4. Click “OK”.

5. Make sure the Edit object tool is selected.

6. Hold down the <shift> key and select the “Account”, “Created date”, “Account
Number”, and “Customers: Created date” fields.

7. Delete the fields.

8. Hold down the <shift> key and select the “inv last name” and “Customers: inv last
name” fields.

9. Delete the fields.
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Moving and Resizing Fields
The fields are deleted from the report, but the remaining fields would look better if they
were repositioned.

1. Select the “Name” and “Customers: name” fields.

2. Position the cursor over of one of the selected fields.

3. Click and drag (the cursor should change to a set of four arrows pointing in each direc-
tion of the compass) the fields to the left edge of the window.

☞ You can use the arrow keys to reposition the fields.

4. Select the “Name” label.

5. Click the Change text properties icon.

6. Change the size to 14 and click “OK”.

7. Select the “Sales Rep” and “Balance” labels.

8. Click the Change text properties icon.

9. Change the settings to 14 bold and click “OK”.

The Sales Rep field is now two lines, even though there is plenty of space in the row for
both words.

1. Click in the white space in the Layout Manager window to deselect the fields.

2. Select the “Sales Rep” field with the Edit object tool.

3. Hold the cursor over the left-side middle selection button. The cursor changes to a
cross hair.

4. Click and drag the left edge of the field to the 3-inch mark.

5. Select the “Customers: sales rep” field.

6. Extend the left side of the field to the 3-inch mark.

7. Preview the report and save the file in the Reports folder as Customer Rep Bal-
ance.rpt.

Float Footer
The report looks better, but in some cases the balance total at the bottom of the page could
be a long way from the last row of data. Let’s move the grand total to a position immediately
below the last row of data.

1. Double-click on the Footer label to bring up Page Part Manager.

2. In the Page Part Manager window, choose “Float Footer.”
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3. Click “OK”.

4. Preview and save the report.

ADDING YOUR LOGO
Company logos and other graphic objects can be added to reports. Adding these objects is
platform specific.

Once a graphic is in Report Writer, click and drag on the bounding box surrounding the
graphic to resize it.

Macintosh
1. Copy the graphic to the clipboard.

2. Switch to an open report in Report Writer.

3. Choose Edit menu, Paste.

Windows
To bring graphics into Report Writer, it is necessary to use the Imaging application that
comes with Windows NT. It is free and is located in the Accessories program group. File
types that can be imported into the Imaging application are bitmap or raster-type graphics
such as TIF or BMP formats.

1. Click on the “Start” button

2. Choose Program, Accessories, Imaging.

3. Choose File menu, Open and select the graphic.

4. Choose the Select tool.

5. Click and drag around the graphic.

6. Choose Edit menu, Copy.

7. Switch to Report Writer.

8. Choose Edit menu, Paste.

Select tool
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9. Resize the graphic as required.

EXPORTING DATA TO A FILE
Report data can be exported from either Report Writer or Report Manager. For informa-
tion on exporting from Report Manager, see “View.” on page 15.

To export data from Report Writer, follow the steps below:

1. Click on the Export Preview icon.

2. From the Preview window, choose “Export”.

Export
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3. Select an export type and choose whether to export field names.

4. Enter a file name in the “Save Export As” window and click “Save”.

☞ Changing the sort order will change the order in which fields are exported.

SETTING THE SORT ORDER
Clicking the Define sort rules icon brings up the Define sort rules window, which allows
sorting of fields in ascending or descending order and sets the order of multiple sorted
fields. 

Ascending or Descending Order
Use the following procedure to set or change the sort order.
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1. Click on the Define sort rules icon.

2. In the Define Search Rules window, select the field to sort and click “Move.”

3. To change the sort order of a highlighted field, use the “Ascending” or “Descending”
radio buttons.
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4. To change priority of fields in the Sort Order window, highlight a field and drag and
drop it into a new location. 

5. Click “OK”.

6. Preview the report.

LOCATION LOG
PrintSmith supports the Symbol Palm Pilot with integrated bar code scanner for updating
the locations of jobs. For information on using the Symbol Palm Pilot, creating location
files and checking for Palm data, see the PrintSmith Reference Guide.

When a location is updated, a log entry records the new location, the date and time of the
change. The Report Writer can generate reports using the information in this file.

“account status” moved below “title”
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Report Writer comes with a report, Location Log Report.rpt, that uses information from
the location log. You can modify that report to specifically suit your needs, or create new
reports from the information contained in the log.

To insert information from the location log into a new report, follow the procedure below.

1. Use the New database field tool to insert a field.

2. From the Select Data Source window, choose List Data:Location Log.

3. Click “OK”.

4. From the Field Properties window, choose the Location Log field.

5. Click “OK”.

Record definition field name

Field name
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6. In the Field Properties window, click “OK”. 

☞ The record definition field name will appear in formulas, as is shown below.

New Report Exercise
We will create a customer collection report with leading and trailing page summaries.

1. Click on the New report wizard and choose Customers from database pull-down.

2. Hold down <option> or <alt> key and click on a check mark next to any currently
selected field.This will de-select all items.

3. Click on “name”, “inv contact”, “invoice phone”, “sales rep.” and “balance”. Enable the
Sort column for sales rep. Enable the Sum column next to balance.

4. In the list, find sales rep & drag it above customer name.

5. In the Layout ruler, shorten the name field to the 3 inch mark.

6. Widen the field for invoice contact to the 4 inch mark.

7. Shorten the field for invoice phone to the 5 inch mark.

Field name

field name
Record definition
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8. Click on “OK”.

9. Click on “Preview”.

Now that we have selected the raw data, let’s make it more useful by removing duplicate
sales rep names. We will also fix the balance summary.

1.  Close the Preview.

2.  Move the body page indicator down to 1-1/2”.

3.  Click on Page part manager icon.

4.  Click on “Enable leading summaries”. Find sales rep under customer database and
Add.

5.  Click on “Enable trailing summary”. Find sales rep under customer database and high-
light and “Add”. “OK” to close this window.

6.  Select all fields except Sales rep and move down to body. Move the Balance field up to
trailing summary. This will display a balance for each sales rep.

7.  Preview the report.

8. Using Search Rules, we want to exclude customer with zero balances. 

9. Click on the Search rules icon.
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10. Next to customers:balance, select the “WHEN FIELD IS” option; a blank field with cur-
sor will appear.

11. Select the greater than (>)symbol and type a zero (0) after this symbol.

12. Click on “OK” to save and preview report.

Now that you have made these changes, let’s enhance the look of the report.

13. Select the sales rep title field in the leading area of the page.

14. Click on the Text properties icon and make the type 12 pt., bold. Click “OK”. 

15. Lengthen field to the 2" mark.

16. Select the Text tool and draw a text box to the left of the balance field; type in the
description of Total.

17. With the text box still selected, shift click to also select the Balance field.

18. Select the Alignment tool, align top and click “OK”; both fields will be aligned.

19. Select the New database tool and add a field under the title.
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20. From the Field Properties window, select the formula radio button; click the sigma
symbol and select the Special tab.

21. Select current search rules and sorts radio button and “OK” to both windows. 

22. Resize the field to two lines tall, 4-inches wide. With the field highlighted, click on
Change text properties icon and center this field.

Once modifications are final, preview this report. You will see the current search and sort
rules you have chosen. Save this report. 
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4 Report Wizard

OVERVIEW
Now that you understand how to use the Report Manager to manage reports and have
reviewed the basics of report generation, the next step is to create or modify reports using
the Report Wizard. Each document and database in PrintSmith comes with popular fields
preselected. Just choose a data source and create a new report on the fly.

REPORT WIZARD TOUR
The Report Wizard allows users to easily create new reports. The wizard gives you the
power to quickly select, sort and summarize fields, and to display the reports in a logical lay-
out. 

Create report from. Selects the data source for the report. Select the individual fields for
the report from the Field List.

Report Wizard
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Field List. Once a data source is specified, the field list appears. Click to the left of a field
name to include it in the report. Fields appear in the Layout Manager in the order in which
they were selected.

Click and drag a field to rearrange its order in the field list.

☞ Only fields from a single database can be selected using the wizard. Add fields from
additional databases after the wizard has created a report.

Click in the “Sum” column to add a summary to the footer of the report, and click in the
“Sort” column to sort in ascending or descending order.

Sum types. Summary fields can represent a total, average, count, maximum or minimum.
The default type is “Total.” Change the type in the Layout Manager.

Sort types. Click once to sort in ascending order and click again to switch to descending
order. Clear by clicking a third time. Report data can be sorted by more than one field.

Preview. An abbreviated summary appears at the bottom of the wizard showing the fields
selected, the order in which they will appear and the width of the field column. To resize a
field in the preview, click and drag in the white space between fields. The cursor changes to
a bar with double arrows inside the white space.

Sorted ascending order

Sorted descending order

Sum icon

Field selected and set 
to “Sum”.

Preview
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A ruler shows the width of the report. Click on the left/right arrows to scroll through the
report. If the number of fields selected exceeds the width of the report, the wizard will wrap
the lines onto a second line during report creation. 

In the following exercises, you will use the New Report Wizard to create new reports. You
will select report data sources, format fields, modify a report layout and end by creating a
report which pulls information from multiple sources.

CREATING REPORTS WITH THE WIZARD
Example: Comparing Current Year Sales to Last Year Sales by Customer

1. Choose “Report Writer” from the Reports menu.

Double arrow

Ruler
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2. From “Create report from:” menu, choose Customers from the select source menu.

3. Deselect “Customers:balance,” and “Customers:external ref number” a by double-
clicking on each entry, or by single-clicking to the left of the field name.

☞ Hold down the <option> or <alt> key and click to the left of a field to select/
deselect all fields.

❆ Click and drag a field to rearrange the order in which the fields appear.
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4. Double-click “Customers:sales this year” (or click to the left of the field name) and
choose “Sort” in ascending order by clicking in the sort column.

☞ Move through the fields by pressing the key associated with the first letter of the field
name. For sales year, press the letter S on the keyboard until ‘sales this year’ is
selected.

5. Select “Customers:sales prior year.”

6. Click “OK”.

7. Select the Print Preview icon.

Next, add a field that will calculate the difference between the current year and last year’s
sales.

1. Close the Preview screen.

2. Select the New database field icon.

3. Draw a new database field in the white space to the right of the “Sales Prior Year” field.
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4. From Field Properties, choose Formula field and Output as Currency, and then click on
the Sigma symbol.

5. Click on the database field list button. 

6. From the “Customers“database, choose “sales this year” and click “OK”.

7. Click on the Minus icon.

8. Click on the database field list button and choose “sales prior year” from the Customers
database.

Choose “Currency”

Database
Field List
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9. Click “OK” to close the window.

10. Enter a formula name, such as “Current minus prior year sales,” in the box to the left of
the Sigma.

11. Click “OK”.

12. Preview the report to see the results.

Rearranging the Field Layout
1. Close the print preview.

2. From the Report Writer layout screen, select the “Customers:Name” and resize the field
by dragging the left corner to the 2 inch mark.

3. With the “Customers:Name” field still selected, hold down the <shift> key and click
on the “Sales Rep”, “Sales Year” and “Sales Prior Year” data fields to add to the selec-
tion.

4. Drag those fields to the left until the “Customer:Title” field is at the 1 inch mark.

5. Select the “Sales Rep”, “Sales Year” and “Sales Prior Year” titles and move those over the
data fields.

6. Choose the Text tool  and click above the calculated field.

7. Type the word, Difference.
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8. If necessary, use the Edit object tool  to drag the field above the calculated field
in the title bar.

9. Choose File menu, Save and save the report as “Year Change.rpt” in the Reports folder.
All reports should be saved in the Reports folder.

☞ For cross-platform compatibility, save reports with an .rpt extension.

10. Preview the report.

Polish the Layout of the Report
1. Close print preview.

2. Use the Edit Object tool to select the Differences label.

3. Select the Change text properties icon.  

4. Select the Bold style.

5. Click “OK” and preview the report.
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Changing the Sort Order
While the report looks good, the numbers are not sorting as we would like. The primary
sort order is by “customer number”, and we would like the order to be by “current year
sales”.

Sorts can only be performed on database fields, not formula fields. Documents can be
sorted on the invoice level, but not from jobs or charges.

1. Close print preview.

2. Select the Define sort rules icon.  

3. In the Define sort rules window, select “Customers:account number” and choose
“Clear”.
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Note:These sort orders were provided by the Wizard 

4. Click “OK”.

5. Preview the report.

6. Close the preview and save the report.

Using Search Rules
To simplify this report, narrow the scope to large customers who ordered more than
$100,000 last year.

1. Close the preview and return to the Year Change.rpt.

2. Choose the Define Search Rules criteria tool.

Sorted Field
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3. In the Define Search Rules window, select “Customer:sales prior year” from the Search
field list.

4. Click on the “Greater than >” button.

5. Enter 100000 in the “When field is:” field.

☞ Do not insert commas into the number.

6. Click on “Save”.

7. Preview the report.  Close the window when done reviewing the report.

CREATING A NEW MONTHLY SALES REPORT
1. From the Reports menu, choose Report Writer

2. Click on the New Report Wizard.

3. Select the “Monthly Sales” database from the Wizard.

4. From the Field List, deselect “Monthly Sales:non taxable receipts” by double clicking
on the field.

5. Highlight “Monthly Sales:non tax sales” by single clicking on the item. Click in the
Sum column to add a total field to footer.

❆ The taxable sales field is preselected by the Wizard.

6. Click “OK”.
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7. Draw a new database field to the right of the “non taxable sales data field” at the 3.5-
inch mark.

8. From the Field Properties dialog box, select Formula Field and Output as Number.

9. Click on the Sigma.

10. From the Formula Properties window, use the database field list button and the plus
symbol to create the formula «Monthly Sales:total other» + «Monthly Sales:sales catego-
ries[20]» + «Monthly Sales:total sales». 

☞ See the Record Definition chapter for field descriptions.

11. Click “OK”.

12. Give the field a name, such as Monthly Total and choose output as “Number”. 

13. Click “OK”.

14. Use the Text object tool to add a Total label to the header directly above the
Monthly Total field.

15. Preview the report.

Next, add a Grand Total summary to the end of the report.

1. Close the preview.

New field

Database field list
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2. Select the New database field tool.

3. Draw a field for the Grand Total in the footer.

4. In the Field Properties dialog box, choose “Formula” field and “Output as Currency”.

5. Click on the Sigma.

6. Click on the Formula icon.

7. From the Formula window, select the “Monthly_Total” formula.

Select Monthly_Total
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8. Click “OK”.

9. Name the Formula field Grand Total Sum.

10. Make sure Output as: is set to “Currency” and Summarize is set to “Total”.

11. Click “OK”.

12. Preview the report. 

Lastly, align all the footer items.

1. Close the preview.

2. In the Footer of the layout window, select the “taxable,” “non taxable” and “Grand
Total” fields. Hold down the <shift > key to select multiple objects.

3. Choose the Align Objects tool.
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4. In Alignment Manager, choose TOP.

5. Click “OK”.

6. Preview the report.

7. Save the report as Monthly Sales.rpt.

Creating a New Report with Header and Footer Options
In this example, create a new report with new header and footer options, and a more inter-
esting design.

1. From the Report Writer window, click on New Report Wizard.

2. From the New Report Wizard, select the “Monthly Sales” database.

3. Click on the Header tab.
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4. Deselect “Add current date” and “Add current page number”.

5. Click on the Footer tab.

6. Select “Add current date” and “Add current page number”.

7. Click “OK”.

8. Preview the report.

9. Close the preview and save the report as Monthly Sales.rpt.

Next, reformat the fields of the report.

1. Use the Edit object tool to select and delete the rules above and below the “Closeout
Date”, “Taxable sales” and “Nontax” fields in the Header.

2. Select the “Closeout Date”, “Taxable sales” and “Nontax” labels in the Header. Hold
down the <shift> key to make multiple selections.
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3. Select the Background (fill) icon and choose a light color.

4. Select the “Date” and “Page #” fields in the Footer.

5. Use the Text Properties tool to change the object to 9 point, plain text by deselecting
the Bold style and choosing Size: 9. Click “OK”. 

6. Deselect both fields by clicking in the work area, and then reselect the “Page #” field.

7. Use the Text Properties tool to change the justification to “Right”. Click “OK”.

8. Select the New line object tool.

9. Draw a line in the Footer above the DATE and PAGE # fields. Hold down the
<shift> key to constrain the line to be parallel to the bottom of the page.

10. Select the Non tax receipt label and choose the Text Properties tool.

11. Change the Justify option to Left and click “OK”.

Light color example
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12. Preview the report and save the changes.

CREATING A FORM LETTER
In this example, build a form letter that thanks customers for their business in the past
month. The form letter contains a description of their order, and a brief customer satisfac-
tion survey.

First, use the Wizard to create a basic layout. Then customize the format to better suit the
requirements of a letter and form.

1. From Report Writer, click on the New Report Wizard.

2. Create a report from the Invoice database.

3. Deselect the existing fields by <option> or <alt> clicking in the check-off column.

4. Choose the contact, invoice address, first name and pickup date fields.

5. Click on the Header tab.

6. Deselect all options except “Use header” and “Add current date”.

7. Click on the Footer tab. Deselect “Use footer”.

8. Click “OK”.

Next, set up the body of the report for the form letter.

1. In the layout window, click on the Header and drag it to the 1.5-inch mark.

2. Drag the Body to the 6.5-inch mark.
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3. Expand the “contact” and “addr” fields, and place them at the top of the body in typical
business letter format at the.5-inch mark. The “addr” field should be expanded to four
rows.

☞ Address formats are set in Admin menu, Preferences, Address Formatting.

4. Position the “first name” field at the beginning of the letter. Format the salutation in
the next procedure.

5. Ignore pickup date for now.

6. Preview the report, close the preview and make any changes to alignment of the recipi-
ent fields as necessary.

☞ Use the arrows on the keypad to microposition selected objects.

Now, format the date and insert your company’s address.

1. Select the “Date” field and move it to the.5-inch mark on the horizontal ruler.

2. Click on the Text properties tool.

3. Change the font size and style to match the rest of the letter. In this case, use 9 point,
plain text.
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☞ To remove the word “Date” from the field, edit the field in the Formula Properties
window.

4. Select the New database field tool and draw in a field for your company’s name below
the Date field.

5. In the Field Properties window, choose Formula field: and click on the Sigma.

6. Click on the Lookup tab.

7. Choose”Pref.Company.Title”.

8. Click “OK”.

9. Name the field Company Title. OUTPUT AS TEXT should be selected.

10. Click “OK”.

11. Repeat to add your company’s address, city, state, postal code, phone, fax and E-mail
address to the letterhead.

☞ You can quickly create new fields from the same data source by holding down the
<option> or <alt> keys and dragging on an existing field. Then double-click
on the field, select a new source, and rename the field.

Delete Date:
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12. Use the New text object tool to add phone and fax labels to the letterhead.

In the next section, format the salutation.

1. Double-click the “First Name” field from the Invoices database.

2. Click on “Formula” field and the Sigma.

3. Click on the “Database field list” button.

4. Select the “First Name” field.

5. Edit the first name field by placing Dear in front of the field and a comma or semico-
lon afterwards.

☞ Alternatively, you can use the Salutation field from the Invoices database.

6. Click “OK”, name the field Salutation and click “OK” again.

In the procedure below you will start entering text into the letter.

Add with New
text object tool

Database
Field List
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1. Using the Text tool, enter the text of the letter, such as At PrintSmith, we
strive for quality and hope you are satisfied with your
order for:

2. Use the Edit Object tool to position the text block as necessary.

3. Choose the Select data source icon.

4. Click on DOCUMENTS.

5. Deselect all sources except Invoices and INCLUDE JOBS.

6. Click “OK”.

7. Select the New database tool and add a field for order under the paragraph you just
typed.

8. In Field Properties, select “Formula” field and click on the Sigma.

9. Click on the Database field list button.
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10. Choose the Job database and select the «Job:order qty» «Job:description» fields. Be sure
to put a space between the two fields.

11. Click “OK”. Name the field Order and click “OK”.

12. In Report Writer layout, position Invoice pickup date to the right of the order field.

13. Use the New Text tool to label the fields Order and Delivered on.
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14. Use the New text and drawing tools to finish the report. An example is shown below.

Last, we want to restrict the letters to those customers who have made purchases during the
last month.

1. Click on the Define Search Rules icon.

2. Click on the “invoice pickup” date field.
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3. Enter the formula >= “6/1/00” AND <= “6/30/00” by clicking on the
Greater or Equal button, typing in the earliest date, then clicking on Less or Equal
and entering the later date.

4. Click on “Save”.

5. Review the report preview.

CREATING LEADING AND TRAILING PAGE SUMMARIES
1. Click on the New Report Wizard and choose Customers from database pull-down.

2. Hold down the <option> or <alt> key, click on a check mark next to any currently
selected field.This will de-select all items.

3. Click on “name”, “inv contact”, “invoice phone”, “sales rep.” and “balance”. Enable the
Sort column for sales rep. Enable the Sum column next to balance.

4. In the list, find sales rep & drag it above customer name.

5. In the Layout ruler, shorten the name field to the 3 inch mark.

Date range

Dynamic dates
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6. Widen the field for invoice contact to the 4 inch mark.

7. Shorten the field for invoice phone to the 5 inch mark.

8. Click on “OK”.

9. Click on Preview.

Now that we have selected the raw data, let’s make it more useful by removing duplicate
sales rep names. We will also fix the balance summary.

10.  Close the Preview.

11.  Move the body page indicator down to 1-1/2”.

12.  Click on Page part manager icon.

13.  Click on “Enable leading summaries”. Find sales rep under customer database and
“Add”.

14.  Click on “Enable trailing summary”. Find sales rep under customer database and high-
light and “Add”. “OK” to close this window.

15.  Select all fields except “Sales rep” and move down to body. Move the “Balance” field up
to trailing summary. This will display a balance for each sales rep.

16.  Preview the report.

Using Search Rules, we want to exclude customer with zero balances. 
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17. Click on the Search rules icon.

18. Next to customers:balance, select the “when field is” option; a blank field with cursor
will appear.

19. Select the greater than (>)symbol and type a zero (0) after this symbol.

20. Click on “OK” to save and preview report.

21. Now that you have made these changes, let’s enhance the look of the report.

22. Select the sales rep title field in the leading area of the page.

23. Click on the Text properties icon and make the type 12 pt., bold. Click “OK”. 

24. Lengthen field to the 2" mark.

25. Select the Text tool and draw a text box to the left of the balance field; type in the
description of Total.

26. With the text box still selected, shift click to also select the Balance field.

27. Select the Alignment tool, align top and click “OK”; both fields will be aligned.

28. Select the New database tool and add a field under the title.
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29. From the Field Properties window, select the “Formula field” radio button; click the
sigma symbol and select the Special tab.

30. Select current search rules and sorts radio button and “OK” to both windows. 

31. Resize the field to two lines tall, 4-inches wide. With the field highlighted, click on
Change text properties icon and center this field.

Once modifications are final, preview this report. You will see the current search and sort
rules you have chosen. Save this report. 
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5 Setting Up Custom Job Tickets

OVERVIEW
This chapter provides information and exercises which will assist you in setting up custom
job tickets. There are several job tickets available in the standard PrintSmith reports. If you
do not have these reports, please visit www.printsmith.com to download the latest today.

Job Ticket Overview
PrintSmith ships with two built in Job Ticket Formats. The Report Writer ships with two
customize-able reports. You can change the Report Writer formats to refine the job ticket to
suit your needs. The two job ticket forms that ship with Report Writer are:

•  Job Ticket - Replacement for built-in job ticket

•  Work Order - New more colorful and easy to manage format

Samples of these job tickets are as follows: 
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To use the customized job ticket, it must first be registered in order to be used. The supplied
reports are pre-registered. If you modify the job ticket you will need to save it under a new
name which must be registered on all workstations.

Job Count:

PO Number:

Proof:

Proofed by:

Bill To:

Customer ID:

Work Order
Ship To Ordered By When

Ordered

Due:

Ship:

SRep:

Taken:

Source:

Order Information

Account Type:

Disks:_____ Photos:_____ Art:____________

New Jobs Exact Repeat Repeat with changes

Charge

File Originals

9533

1

ALESI GLASS INDUSTRIES INC
4500 OAK CIR
MESA, AZ 85219

Lawrence Alesi 

Ext Ref Number

602-555-9315

9/18/00  9:03:28 

MIKE

9/18/00 11:12 AM Mon

(4 )

ALESI GLASS INDUSTRIES INC
4500 OAK CIR
MESA, AZ 85219

9/25/00

Printing

602-555-9472

Color:Parent:

Run Size:
Finish Size:

Sheets

Originals:

Up:

On:

Front:
Back:

Colors Passes Wash Ups Imp/Run

Imp/Total:

Setup Time:

Front & Back

Run Time:

Total Time:

Actual Done

Qty

Sets of:

Sides:

 Number out:

Vendor: #:

Ink Front:
Ink Back:

Description

Stock

Press

Notes:

Ordered:

Parent:

Finish:

Press

# of Sheets:

On Press:

Form

Signatures:Signatures:

Est. Waste:

8.5 x 11

1 0 0 0Print ing

110# Index

White
Unisource

8.5 x 11
8.5 x 11

1 0 7 0

1

1

1

SF-Index, Card, Cover

11 1 0 1 0 7 0

1 0 7 0

7 0

1

0:10

0:21

0:31

1

Press Job (1)*I0000253D00017*

1 0 7 0

1000

1 0 7 0

1

Job Count:

PO Number:

Proof:

Proofed by:

Bill To:

Customer ID:

Work Order
Ship To Ordered By When

Ordered

Due:

Ship:

SRep:

Taken:

Source:

Order Information

Account Type:

Disks:_____ Photos:_____ Art:____________

New Jobs Exact Repeat Repeat with changes

Charge

File Originals

9533

1

ALESI GLASS INDUSTRIES INC
4500 OAK CIR
MESA, AZ 85219

Lawrence Alesi 

Ext Ref Number

602-555-9315

9/18/00  9:03:28 

MIKE

9/18/00 11:12 AM Mon

(4 )

ALESI GLASS INDUSTRIES INC
4500 OAK CIR
MESA, AZ 85219

9/25/00

Printing

602-555-9472

Services Charged QtyActual QtyDoneRatePre Press

0.01Black ink 2750000.0

1Paper plates 10000.0

Parent to run cut 500.0

Services Charged QtyActual QtyDoneRateBindery

Normal cut 500.0

 Work Order optional job ticket
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Deploying Custom Job Tickets
Job tickets are complex reports, to work properly they must be deployed carefully. Follow
the steps below to distribute custom job tickets to a workstation.

1. Make sure the file extension ends in.rpt.

2. Close PrintSmith on the workstation.

3. From the master, copy the file from the Reports folder inside the PrintSmith folder to
the workstation’s Reports folder either through the network or floppy disk.

4. From the master, choose Admin menu, Preferences, Job Ticket.

5. In the Job Ticket window, choose Ticket Format: Custom Style.

6. Select the custom job ticket.

7. Click “OK” and close the window.

8. Restart PrintSmith on the workstation.

9. From the workstation, update pricing. (See the PrintSmith Reference Guide for more
information on updating pricing.)

10. From the workstation, choose Reports menu, Report Manager: Register New Report.

11. Select the custom job ticket and click “Register”.

12. Test the custom job ticket by opening an invoice job and previewing it.

The custom job ticket name must be identical on the workstation and master.

WORKING WITH JOB TICKETS
To use the Report Writer, select Open from the File Menu and navigate to the Reports
folder inside the PrintSmith folder. Locate the file named “Job Ticket.rpt.” The first thing
you might notice is the RED numbers appearing down the left side of the page, these are
used as page part identifiers and are very helpful when attempting to communicate with the
PrintSmith service team about problems or modifications. By first referencing a page part
number and then a particular field in that page part, we will have a better understanding
about which item in the report you wish to discuss.

If your intensions are to make simple modifications to your Job Ticket, starting with this
report will allow you to make simple modifications without re-training your staff on its
functionality. We recommend making small changes to the Job Ticket and use the changed
report in your daily work flow. This will give your staff an opportunity to see the changes
over time and help with its implementation and effectiveness.
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If you are not satisfied with the format and/or data on the custom Job Ticket report we have
supplied, refer to a second report called the “Work Order.rpt”. This report is based on the
same rules as the original Job Ticket but has extensive format modifications and the addi-
tion of new data fields, as well as a re-worked method for printing “Work & Turn” jobs.

You can have the Report Writer print both styles of the Job Ticket for each “Ticket” you
print. Your staff will have an opportunity to see the old and new format without any inter-
ruptions in work flow which allow you to avoid confusion with the new report layout.

The Work Order report contains a new check off section in the header. The quantity counts
are listed down the right side rather than mixed throughout the data.
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Pricing methods and the Job Ticket
Understanding how PrintSmith uses different pricing methods to calculate and print job
tickets will give you the foundation necessary to make adjustments to the report format and
data fields.

The pricing method used on a JOB is determined when you create the job or a job is copied
from history.
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For each of the above combinations there is a corresponding method number assigned to
the job. These numbers are assigned by PrintSmith and cannot be changed by the user.

These varying pricing methods consist of very different data fields which can be printed on
the report. This is the reason why there are different page parts which correspond to differ-
ent pricing methods. The job ticket uses a special page part called a “Conditional Leading
Summary” to accomplish this task.

Explanation of all page parts in the Job Tickets
Original Format - Job Ticket

1. Header - On top of every page.

2. Multi-Part control job - Start of each booklet job. (120)

3. Printing Jobs - Methods (16 to 18); in stock, special order, customer stock.

4. Printing Job - Method (56); List in stock.

Table 1: Pricing Method Table

Pricing 
Method

Name
Pricing 
Method

Name

16 Printing - In Stock 56 List - In Stock

17 Printing - Special Order 90 Outside Services

18 Printing - 
Customer Stock

100 Merchandise

26 Copy 1 - In Stock 110 Rubber Stamps

27 Copy 1 - Special Order 120 Booklets

28 Copy 1 - Customer 130 User 1

36 Copy 2 - In Stock 140 User 2

37 Copy 2 - Special Order 150 User 3

38 Copy 2 - Customer 160 User 4

46 Blank - In Stock 170 User 5

47 Blank - Special Order

48 Blank - Customer
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5. Other Services - Methods (90 to 170); outside services, merchandise, user1 - user5.

6. Blank Pricing - Methods (46 to 48); in stock, special order, customer stock.

7. Copy Jobs - Methods (26 to 38); Copy1 & Copy2; in stock, special order, customer
stock.

8. Charge group header - All charges grouped; (Pre-Press, Bindery,.....)

9. Body - Each unique charge grouped.

10.  Footer - Bottom of each page; shipping methods.

Replacement Job Ticket - Work Order 
1. Header - On top of every page.

Now includes manual check box options for:

• New jobs

• Exact repeat

• Repeat with changes

• Disk:______

• Photos:______

• Art:_____

2. Multi-Part control job - Start of each booklet job.

3. Printing Jobs - Methods (16 to 18); in stock, special order, customer stock.Now shows
“Form” section with:

• Signatures

• Number of sheets

• Finish sheets

4. Printing Job - Method (56); List in stock.

5. Other Services - Methods (90 to 170); outside services, merchandise, user1 - user5.

6. Blank Pricing - Methods (46 to 48); in stock, special order, customer stock.

7. Copy Jobs - Methods (26 to 38); Copy1 & Copy2; in stock, special order, customer
stock.

8. Charge group header - All charges grouped; (Pre-Press, Bindery,...)

9. Body - Each unique charge grouped.

10. Footer - Bottom of each page; shipping methods.
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Making changes to the Job Ticket
The first time you attempt to save a change to one of the Job Tickets which comes with
Report Writer, it will force the changes to be saved in a different file name like “Job Ticket -
1.rpt”. This new report will need to be registered on the workstations. Make all the changes
you’d like, you can always return to the one we’ve included as it can’t be modified.

One method of testing the Job Ticket is to create an invoice with a few typical jobs with
charges. Save the invoice and note the document number assigned when its saved. Using
the search rules window inside the Report Writer, assign the document number and the
other mandatory fields (doc type and job number).

This method of testing will allow you make changes to the Job Ticket format and preview
against a familiar Invoice. Make changes to the jobs on your test Invoice and preview the
report again. Be sure to save the Invoice after changes.

Notice which pricing method is used to print the Job Ticket and make any adjustments to
the corresponding page part in the report. 

Adding a new field to the Job Ticket adds a new formula to show the true number of sheets
required even when printing a “Work & Turn” press job. Start by adding the field to the
“Print in Stock” page part, number (3). Change the field to a “test” formula field which is
output as a number. If the job is either work and turn “«Job:workNturn» is turn” OR a
work and tumble “«Job:run & tumble» is true” we print the sheet count “«Job:impressions»
/ 2" otherwise print the supplied count “«Job:impressions»”. 
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Save and test the changes using a familiar invoice. Change the press job to a “Work & Turn”
and alter the Up and On fields.
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Use of Tables on a Job Ticket.

The Charge Type title (appears in the charge header part, number 8) uses a Report Writer
table to convert the charge type code into a charge type name. See the DownLoader section
for further details.

This table must be present in the Report Writer Tables folder which resides inside the
“Reports” folder. If the table is not present, a warning message would appear and the type
code would print in place of the type name.
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Advanced topics
How to print each group of charges on a separate page.

In the Page Part Manager, you can select the “New Page” option next to the leading sum-
mary number (7) or Charges:rtype.   This will force each charge type on to its own page.

Using Conditional Page Parts

The conditional page part allows for a specific part to be printed by assigning a data field
and supplying a condition which defines what is printed. You can create different output for
each one of the Pricing Methods. When conditional page parts are used, you have the
option to “Skip report body when used.” This allows for all information to be printed in the
leading summary part and skip the body part. When using conditional page parts only the
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first matching part is used; if multiple parts have overlapping conditions then only the first
one is used.

More Advanced topics
When printing the Work & Turn option, a technique called “Formula Stacking” is used.
Formula stacking is necessary when a font style change is needed based on the results of a
test formula, OR, when two conditions are not enough to compute an answer. A stacked
formula is used to print the phrase “Work & Turn” or “Work & Tumble” based on settings
from the job. The key to using stacked formulas is ensuring that one or the other will be
true, but not both.

Chaining of formulas is another advanced feature of the Report Writer. See Imp/Run for-
mulas on either the Job Ticket or Work Order. In this formula style, the computed answer
of one formula is used as input in a second formula. The number of stepped formulas is
infinite. Take great care to prevent creating a circular loop of chained formulas.

The Report Manager supports multiple files running at the same time as in a job ticket. By
editing the “Job Ticket” group in the Report Manager, additional files can be added to the
group and the run order of those files can be changed. The most common additions are the
“Job Tracker” or “Stock Order Report.”

☞ Note: The mandatory fields must also be included with the additional files in order
for the search rules to work properly.

Two functions are prevented with a Report Writer job ticket: 

• Changing the order of charges (Pre-Press, Bindery) is not possible.

• Changing the output of the Cut Diagram is not possible.

How to find the latest version of the Job Ticket from our WEB site.
Check out “www.printsmith.com” There is a secure area just for Report Writer owners; your
login name and password will allow you access.
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6 Report Writer Tools

OVERVIEW
This chapter and those that follow are designed to be used as a reference guide when work-
ing in Report Writer. Chapter 6 outlines the tools available in the Layout Manager and how
to use them.

UNDERSTANDING REPORT WRITER TOOLS
The tools used to modify or create reports are located in the Report Writer Layout Manager
window.

When creating objects, by default, the cursor returns to the Edit object tool after a new
object has been created. To lock down a tool for repeated use, double click on the tool.

Graphic Tool Palette.

Pen and Fill Tools.
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Graphic Tool Palette

Edit object tool. Used to select objects for editing, grouping, resizing, stacking
and moving.

Magnifying tool. Used to zoom in and out. Hold down the <option> or
<alt> key to switch from Zoom in to Zoom out.

New text object tool. Used to create text objects such as field labels.

Double-click a text object with the Edit object tool to edit text properties. Click,
pause and click and hold to edit the text.

To edit all text in a text object, single click on the object with the Edit object tool and begin
typing. New text will fill the object.

To replace a word or words, click on the object with the Edit object tool. Click on the
object again with the Edit object tool and continue to hold down the mouse. An I-beam
cursor will appear that will allow you to click and drag to select text.

If an object is already selected, click on the New text object tool to begin editing the text.

New line object tool. Used to draw lines.

Hold down the <shift> key to constrain the line to straight 90 degree angles.

New box object tool. Used to draw squares or rectangles. Boxes can be outlined
with a frame or filled with a color.

☞ Hold down the <shift> key to constrain the box to a square.

New rounded box object tool. Used to draw squares or rectangles with rounded
corners. Boxes can be outlined with a frame or filled with a color.

☞ Hold down the <shift> key to constrain the rounded box to a square.

❆ To change the radius of the corners, double click on an object.
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New oval object tool. Used to draw ovals or circles. Ovals can be outlined with
a frame or filled with a color.

To constrain the oval to a circle, hold down the <shift> key while dragging.

New arc object tool. Used to draw arcs. Arcs can be outlined with a frame or
filled with a color. Double-click to edit the ending angle and starting points of
an arc. The sum of the start and ending points cannot exceed 360 degrees.

New polygon object tool. Used to draw polygons. Polygons can be outlined
with a frame or filled with a color. Double-click to end the polygon.

Existing polygons can be modified in the following ways:

• Double-click on a polygon line to change the polygon shape.

• To add a point, double-click on a line, then hold down <option> or <alt> key and
click and drag on an existing point.

• Delete by holding down <command> or <control>, clicking on a point. 

New freehand object tool. Used to draw freehand polygons. Freehand polygons
can be outlined with a frame or filled with a color. Click and drag to create free-
hand polygon objects.

Freehand objects can be modified in the following ways:

• Double-click on a line segment to change the object shape.

• To add a point, double-click on a line, then hold down <option> or <alt> key
and click and drag on an existing point.

• Delete a point by holding down the <command> or <control> key and clicking on a
existing point. 

New graph tool. Adds fixed-sized bars to reports. Double click to edit.

Report Writer generates bars from database or calculated fields. To create pie,
line or other charts, export PrintSmith data to a spreadsheet. For more informa-

tion on exporting data, see “Exporting Data to a File” on page 66.

New database field tool. Places database fields onto a report. Double click to
edit. See “Field Properties” on page 52 for more information.

Navigation Tools
Open saved reports. Opens saved reports. 

☞ Use the <option> or <alt> key to open files if your Macintosh operat-
ing system cannot recognize the file type.
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Open image viewer. Opens the Image Viewer for editing and copying internal
PrintSmith form images.

Print. Opens the standard Macintosh or Windows Print dialog box. 

☞ Printing from the Report Writer window will run the report and print the results
without a preview.

Print preview. Previews formatted report data. The preview can be printed, or
saved as an *.IMG for distribution to other Report Writer users via E-mail. Use
File menu, Save to create the *.IMG file while using Print preview. 

Export preview. Displays data on screen before exporting to a file or printing.
Also can include field names in export data, and can specify the export format.

☞ An export preview can be saved as a metafile (*.mta). Use File menu, Save to create
the *.mta file.

Select data source. Specifies the source of report data, which can include more
than one database, one or more documents or a single list.

Define sort rules. Allows filtering of fields in ascending or descending order and
sets the order of multiple sorted fields. Sorts can only be performed on database
fields, not formula fields. Documents can be sorted on the invoice level, but not

from jobs or charges.

Define search rules. Creates queries for searching through the data.

Change text properties. Specifies font family, alignment, size and style. (Angle
of rotation Mac only).

View object properties. Displays current settings and allows modifications to
the properties of selected objects.

Ruler settings. Turns ruler on and off and sets measurement units.

Grid settings. Turns grid display on and off, sets snap-to increments, and shows
and hides “T” square guides.

Select all objects. Click to select all objects in the Report Writer layout screen.

Duplicate selected objects. Duplicates and offsets the selected objects.

<option> or <alt> drag copies any object. Use copy and paste to duplicate
objects in identical locations between reports.
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Copy selection to bitmap. Transforms a selected object into a bitmap graphic.
Live data fields will become unchanging graphics if converted.

Use “Copy selection to bitmap” to create “static” logos for use in reports. Win-
dows users should convert Windows BMP files to PICT files on the Mac for best results.

Align objects. Permits objects to be aligned left to right, top to bottom, and to
evenly distribute three or more selected objects. A single object is aligned to the
page.

Group selected objects. Combines two or more selected objects into a single
object.

Ungroup selected objects. Divides a combined object into parts.

Shuffle UP. Lifts a stacked object one level.

Shuffle DOWN. Lowers a stacked object one level.

Bring to front. Moves a selected object to the top of a stack.

Send to back. Moves a selected object to the bottom of a stack.

Field and Object Order
Database fields and graphic objects, including text objects, reside on different layers and
will shuffle independently. Fields always reside on top of objects.

In the example below, three fields are on top of two objects. The field “invoice:city” is the
uppermost field.

Object

Object

Field One
Field Two
Field Three
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In the example below, the field “invoice:city” has been sent to the back. It drops behind the
other fields, not behind the graphic objects.

Page part manager. Adds a title, headers, footers and summaries to reports.

Layout manager. Locks layouts and sets export options, page margins and print
scaling.

☞ <shift>-click Layout Manager to display Report Profiler. See page 45 for
more information.

Selecting and Deselecting Objects
• Single click on a object with the Edit object tool to select the object. To add to the

selection, hold down the <shift> key and click on additional objects.

• To select a group of objects at once, click and drag a box around the objects.

• Use <option> or <alt> drag on an object to duplicate it.

• Use <option> or <alt> click on white space, and then drag to select everything the
box touches.

• To deselect an object from a group selection, <shift> click on the object.

Using the Pen and Fill Tools
To change the pen (outside border) and fill (interior) objects and fields, select the object and
then click on the Pen or Fill tool.

To set a pen and fill combination as the default, deselect all objects and fields, and then
specify Pen and Fill settings.

Object

Object

Field One
Field Two
Field Three
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Pen Tools
Line Color Picker. Applies color to object lines and borders.

Pattern Picker. Applies patterns to object lines and borders. Can be used to create dotted
lines. To remove a line color or pattern, choose “N.”

Pen Width. Changes line widths. Increments are in screen points (72 to an inch). Select an
object, click on a new width and choose an orientation pattern to change the horizontal and
vertical aspects of a line.

Hairline widths

Hairline

Horizontal and vertical

Horizontal

Vertical
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Fill Tools
Fill Color Picker. Fills objects with a single color.

Fill Pattern Picker. Applies patterns to objects. To remove, choose “N.”
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7 Searching and Finding Report Information

OVERVIEW
This chapter provides reference information on identifying valuable data which can be used
in a report. One of the most useful features in any report-generating system is the ability to
filter data using a variety of criteria. Report Writer has the capability to sort and filter the
following data types:

• Date

• Time

• Amount (numbers)

• Text

• Symbols

Report information can be filtered with specific ranges; true/false queries; and/or combina-
tions; and “contains,” “starts with” and “ends with” finds. Multiple fields may be searched at
the same time to further specify the limits of a query.

In addition, Report Writer contains a powerful function called Dynamic dates. Dynamic
dates are a relative search function that allow reports to generate data from the current date,
or a specific day of the week, month or year. For example, dynamic dates allow the creation
of one report that calculates monthly sales no matter how many days occur within a month.

Finding Data with Report Manager and Report Writer
Report Manager and Report Writer have the ability to search and find data. Report Man-
ager and Report Writer searches are performed through the Define Search Rules window.

The Define Search Rules window can be used for different purposes in the Report Manager
and Report Writer but the usage procedures and search options for both are identical. In
Report Writer, searches can be a required element of the report. In Report Manager, Report
Writer searches may be used as is, removed or modified.
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Define Search Rules
Fields available for searching appear in the “Search field” column and formulas are entered
in the “When field is:” column. Build formulas using the buttons in the window, or by typ-
ing the appropriate character in the “When field is:” column.

☞ Number fields must not have quotes around search items, commas separating values,
or currency symbols. Text and date fields search items should be enclosed in quota-
tion marks. 

❆ Only fields used in the report will show in the “Search Field” list. Use hidden fields
to make non-printing data available for searching.

“Allow any search rule to be equal, not all combined” allows any individual field rule
within the search rule to be recognized even if all criteria does not match.

Click to build
search rules

Searching for
greater than
10000

Click to show search rules
before printing
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Report Writer will automatically add required quote marks when you insert an operand
with a button from the Define Search Rules window.

Search rules can include more than one search definition, and each definitions may use and/
or and the other formula operators.

The table below shows simple examples of how and/or searches work.

Search rules can accept input from a database field instead of having to manually enter a
value. You can filter using the contents of two different fields, allowing results to be one or
the other. For example, two dissimilar fields, Status and Balance, can be combined resulting
in a found set of records.

Table 2: And/or search overview

Formula Result

x and y X and y criteria must be met.

x or y Either x or y criteria is met.

No quote marks

Quote marks required
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The search below will find customers whose telephone numbers start with the 602 or 480
area codes. See Table 12 on page 141 for more information.

Using Dynamic Dates
Dynamic dates are a relative search function that allow reports to generate data from a spe-
cific time period, such as the current date, or a specific day of the week, month or year. The
general date periods are:

• Today

• This Week

• This Month

• This Year

• Next Thirty Days

• Previous Business Day

• Previous Week

• Previous Month

• Previous Year

• Next Business Day

• Next Week

• Next Month

• Next Year

The example below shows a search that uses the “Previous Month” dynamic date. If trans-
lated directly to English, the formula would be “The invoice pickup date is greater or equal
to the first day of the previous month and less or equal to the last day of the previous

This allows filtering using the contents of two 
different fields in an “OR” fashion.

Note that “Starts with” appears on 
each side of the “Or” operator
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month.” This kind of search includes all days of the previous month, and is shown in the
pop-up window simply as “Previous Month.” The other dynamic dates are configured simi-
larly.

Date fields have a pop-up window showing dynamic dates.

☞ Dynamic dates include the concept of a business day. A business day is Monday
through Friday. These dates always skip Saturday and Sunday so the If it is Friday,
using + BD will default to the next business day: Monday. -BD will back up to the
previous week day. In the middle of the week, -BD/+BD it will default to the previ-
ous/next business day.

Removing a Search
To delete a search, highlight the search string in the “When Field is…” column and delete
it. Then save the revised search rules.

Find Criteria Reference
The following tables show the field types that can be searched, the search methods sup-
ported and examples of how to use the search.

Table 3: Text Find Criteria

Field Type
Search Method 

Supported
Example

TEXT (=) Equals another string =”Text”

(<>) Not Equals

(!=) Not Equals

(>) Greater than >”A”

Pop-up window
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Text Example
The example below looks for customer invoice addresses containing the U.S. state abbrevia-
tion “AZ.” The search statement is Contains “AZ”.

(<) Less Than <“Z”

(>=) Greater than or Equal >=”A”

(<=) Less than or Equal <=”Z”

(Contains) Data contains a string Contains “TEXT”

(Starts with) Data starts with string Starts with “TEXT”

(Ends with) Data ends with string Ends with “TEXT”

(…) Range “A”…”Z”

(>= & <=) Range, new form >= “A” AND <= “Z”

Table 3: Text Find Criteria

Field Type
Search Method 

Supported
Example
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Table 4: Number/Currency

Field Type
Search 

Method 
Supported

Example Note

NUMBER / 
CURRENC
Y

(=) Equals =1234

(<>) Not Equals

(!=) Not Equals

(>) Greater than >1234

(<) Less Than <1234

(>=) Greater than or 
Equal

>=1234

(<=) Less than or Equal <=1234

(…) Range of numbers 1…999 (number inside the range 1 to 999)

(>= & <=) Range, new form >= 100 AND <= 500 (number inside the range 100 to 500)
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Number/Currency Example
The example below shows a search for customers with a balance greater than $20,000. The
search statement is >20000. Unlike text searches, number and currency amounts are not
enclosed in quotation marks. 

☞ Do not include currency symbols or thousand separators such as commas in number/
currency searches.
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Table 5: Dates Equal Toa

Field 
Type

Search 
Method 

Supported
Example Note

DATE (=) Equals =”1/1/99”b (hard constant date)

=// (current date)

=//-# (current date minus days)

=//+# (current date plus days)

=//-M (first day of current month)

=//+M (last day of current month)

=//-Y (first day of current year)

=//+Y (last day of current year)

=//-W (first day of current week)

=//+W (last day of current week)

=//-LM (first day of PREVIOUS 
month)

=//+LM (last day of PREVIOUS 
month);

=//-LY (first day of PREVIOUS year)

=//+LY (last day of PREVIOUS year);

=//-LW (first day of PREVIOUS week)

=//+LW (last day of PREVIOUS week);

=//-NW (first day of NEXT week)

=//+NW (last day of NEXT week);

=//-NY (first day of NEXT year)
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Date Equal To Example
The example below shows a search for a customer that last made a payment on: 9/1/01. The
search string is =”9/1/01”. 

=//+NY (last day of NEXT year);

=//-NM (first day of NEXT month)

=//+NM (last day of NEXT month);

a. Dates entered as 00 are converted to 2000.
b. System settings determine the format of exported dates.

Table 6: Dates Less Thana 

Field Type
Search 

Method 
Supported

Example

< Less Than <“1/1/99”

Table 5: Dates Equal Toa

Field 
Type

Search 
Method 

Supported
Example Note
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<// (current date)

<//-# (current date minus days)

<//+# (current date plus days)

<//-M (first day of current month)

<//+M (last day of current month)

<//-Y (first day of current year)

<//+Y (last day of current year)

<//-W (first day of current week)

<//+W (last day of current week)

<//-LM (first day of PREVIOUS 
month)

<//+LM (last day of PREVIOUS 
month);

<//-LY (first day of PREVIOUS year)

<//+LY (last day of PREVIOUS year);

<//-LW (first day of PREVIOUS week)

<//+LW (last day of PREVIOUS week);

<//-NW (first day of NEXT week)

<//+NW (last day of NEXT week);

<//-NY (first day of NEXT year)

<//+NY (last day of NEXT year);

<//-NM (first day of NEXT month)

<//+NM (last day of NEXT month);

Table 6: Dates Less Thana (Continued)

Field Type
Search 

Method 
Supported

Example
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Date Less Than Example
The following example shows a search for dates earlier than today. The search string is <//.

☞ Do not enclose // searches in quotation marks.

a. Dates entered as 00 are converted to 2000

Table 7: Dates Greater Than or Equala 

Field Type
Search 

Method 
Supported

Example

>= Greater than or Equal >=”1/1/99”

>=// (current date)

>=//-# (current date minus days)

>=//+# (current date plus days)

<=//-M (first day of current month)

<=//+M (last day of current month)

<=//-Y (first day of current year)
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<=//+Y (last day of current year)

<=//-W (first day of current week)

<=//+W (last day of current week)

<=//-LM (first day of PREVIOUS 
month)

<=//+LM (last day of PREVIOUS 
month);

<=//-LY (first day of PREVIOUS year)

<=//+LY (last day of PREVIOUS year);

<=//-LW (first day of PREVIOUS week)

<=//+LW (last day of PREVIOUS week);

<=//-NW (first day of NEXT week)

<=//+NW (last day of NEXT week);

<=//-NY (first day of NEXT year)

<=//+NY (last day of NEXT year);

<=//-NM (first day of NEXT month)

<=//+NM (last day of NEXT month);

a. Dates entered as 00 are converted to 2000

Table 7: Dates Greater Than or Equala (Continued)

Field Type
Search 

Method 
Supported

Example
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Greater Than or Equal Example
The following example shows how to create a search for a date greater than or equal to the
last day of the previous month. The text string is <=//+LM. 

Table 8: Date Less Than or Equala 

Field Type Search Method Supported Example

<= Less than or Equal <=”1/1/01”

<=// (current date)

<=//-# (current date minus days)

<=//+# (current date plus days)

<=//-M (first day of current month)

<=//+M (last day of current month)

<=//-Y (first day of current year)

<=//+Y (last day of current year)

<=//-W (first day of current work week)

<=//+W (last day of current work week)

<=//-LM (first day of PREVIOUS month)
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Date Less Than or Equal Example
The example below shows a search for invoice reorder dates that includes today and the
next 30 days. The search string is >=// and <=//+30.

<=//+LM (last day of PREVIOUS month);

<=//-LY (first day of PREVIOUS year)

<=//+LY (last day of PREVIOUS year);

<=//-LW (first day of PREVIOUS week)

<=//+LW (last day of PREVIOUS week);

<=//-NW (first day of NEXT week)

<=//+NW (last day of NEXT week);

<=//-NY (first day of NEXT year)

<=//+NY (last day of NEXT year);

<=//-NM (first day of NEXT month)

<=//+NM (last day of NEXT month);

a. Dates entered as 00 are converted to 2000

Table 8: Date Less Than or Equala (Continued)

Field Type Search Method Supported Example

Today and next 30 days
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Table 9: Range of Datesa 

a. Dates entered as 00 are converted to 2000

Field Type
Search 

Method 
Supported

Example

(…) Range of dates =”1/1/01”…”12/31/01”

=//-#…//+# (date range around current date plus/minus days)

=//+#…//+Y (from days out until end of the year)

=//-M…//+M (all of current month)

=//+M…//+Y (end of current month until end of current year)

=//-Y…//+Y (all of current year)

=//-W…//+W (all of current week)

=//-LM…//
+LM

(all of previous month)

=//-LY…//+LY (all of previous year)

=//-LW…//
+LW

(all of previous week)

=//+Y…”12/
31/2001”

(end of year until end of future date)

=//-NW (first day of NEXT week)

=//+NW (last day of NEXT week);

=//-NY (first day of NEXT year)

=//+NY (last day of NEXT year);

=//-NM (first day of NEXT month)

=//+NM (last day of NEXT month);
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Range of Dates Example
In the following example, the “Customers:last payment” field is being searched for dates
between February 1, 2001 AND March 31, 2001. The text string is 
>= “2/1/01” AND <= “3/31/01”. 

Table 10: Time 

Field Type
Search 

Method 
Supported

Example Note

TIME (=) Equals =”06:00:OO”

(<>) Not Equals

(!=) Not Equals

(>) Greater than >”06:00:OO”

(<) Less Than <“06:00:OO”

(>=) Greater than or Equal >=”06:00:OO”

(<=) Less than or Equal <=”06:00:OO”

(…) Range of times =”06:00:OO”…”24:00:OO
”

(Time inside the 
range 6 AM to 
Midnight)
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Time Example
The following example shows a search using a time. The “Invoice:due time” field is being
searched for times less than or equal to 1 p.m. The text string is  <=”13:00:OO”.

Any search symbol can be expanded with the “AND”/”OR” operators, except the “…”
range symbol.

Table 11: True/False

Field Type
Search 

Method 
Supported

Example

True/False = Equals =1 or =0a

a. In general, =1 is a search for true and =0 is a search for false. See 
the DownLoader section for more information. 

<> Not equals

!= Not equals

> Greater than >0

< Less than <1
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True/False Example
The example below searches the “Invoice:pends” field. Only pending invoices are found
with this search. The number search string is =1.

Table 12: Using “And” “Or” Operators

Symbol Example

= (Equals) =1234 OR =9999    (does the data equal 1234 or 9999)

=1234 OR <9999 (does the data equal 1234 or is less than 9999)

=1234 OR >9999 (does the data equal 1234 or is greater than 9999)
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And Or Examples
In the following example, the “Job:order qty” field is being searched for 1,000 or 2,000. The
search string is =1000 Or =2000. 

Table 13: Using “Greater Than” with Other Operators

Symbol Example

> (Greater) >1234 AND <9999    (is the data greater than 1234 and less than 9999)

>1234 OR <1000 (is the data greater 1234 or is less than 1000)

>1234 AND!=9999 (is the data greater 1234 and is not equal to 9999)
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Greater Than Used with Other Operators Example
In the example below, the “Job:order qty” field is being searched for quantities greater than
1,000 and less than 5,000. The text string is >1000 AND <50000. 

Table 14: Using “Less Than” with Other Operators 

Symbol Example

< (Less Than) <1234 AND >1000    (is the data Less Than 1234 and Greater than 1000)

<1234 OR >9999 (is the data Less Than 1234 or is Greater than 9999)

<1234 AND!=1000 (is the data Less Than 1234 and is not equal to 1000)
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Less Than and Other Operators Example
In the example below, the “Job:order qty” field is being searched for quantities of fewer than
1000 and more than 500. The text string is <1000 And >500.

Table 15: “Contains,” “Starts With,” and “Ends With” Operators 

Symbol Example

Contains Contains “TEXT” OR Contains “OTHER”

Starts With Starts With “TEXT” OR Starts With “OTHER”

Ends With Ends With “TEXT” OR Ends With “OTHER”

Ends With “TEXT” AND Starts With “OTHER”

Starts With “TEXT” AND Ends With “OTHER”

Starts With “TEXT” AND Contains “OTHER” 
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Contains, Starts With and Ends With Operators Example
In the example below, the “Contacts:phone” field is being searched for telephone numbers
starting with 602 or 480. The text string is Starts with “602” or Starts
with “480”. 

Note that “Starts with” appears
on each side of the “Or” operator
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8 Working with Fields and Using Formulas

OVERVIEW
This chapter provides reference information regarding fields and formulas. Report Writer
pulls information from PrintSmith by using database fields and formula fields. You can
specify the source of data in a report by choosing a database field, or you can perform calcu-
lations by using formula fields.

Field Types and Properties
As noted above, fields come in two types: database and formula. You inspect, set or change
a field type from the Field Properties window. To display the properties of a field, double-
click on it.

Database Field Overview
To specify a database field, click on the field list arrows in the Field Properties window
to display the database source.The source lists all available fields. Select a field, and then
click “OK” twice to add or change the data source. 

Double-click to display Field Properties

Click to open data source

Click OK

Choose field
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Formula Field Overview
To select a formula field, open the Field Properties window by double-clicking on a field in
the Report Writer window. Choose the formula output type, and click on the Sigma to
open the Formula Properties window. 

After setting formula properties, click “OK” to return to the Field Properties window. Enter
a formula name, make sure the output type is correct, and click “OK”.

DATABASE FIELDS
In general, adding a database field to a report is a simple matter of choosing a data source
and then selecting an available field as shown in “Database Field Overview” on page 147.
Fields used in footers and summaries can be summarized with the Summarize Database
Field options, and redundant entries can be eliminated with Suppress Duplicates.

Output type
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Summarize Database Fields
Summarize Database Fields are primarily used to place totals, or summaries, in report
trailing summaries and footers. Output options include Not done (the default setting) and
the mathematical outputs of Total, Average, Count, Max(imum) and Min(imum).

Using Summarize
The proper use of summarized fields can add clarity and scope to reports. In the main
Report Writer window it may be hard at first glance to distinguish a summarized field from
a non-summarized one. Summarized fields appear in summary page parts, and non-summa-
rized fields with identical names are used in the body page part.

Summary Example
For an example, see the following detail from the Balance Summary By Balance report. 

Add a Total Field
In the following example, add a summary field that will total a column of numbers similar
to the way a spreadsheet would total a column.

1. Add a Grand Summary, trailing summary or footer to the end of a report that has rows
of numbers.

2.

Summarized fields in summary

Non-summarized fields in body
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3. Draw a field for the total in the summary.

4. Choose the same data source as the field in the body of the report. See “Summary
Example” on page 149 for an example.

5. In the Field Properties dialog box, choose “Summarize:Total”.

6. Click “OK”.

7. Preview the report.

Suppress Duplicates
“Suppress Duplicates” option in the Field Properties window is applied to database fields to
eliminate redundant entries. In the example below from the Sales Summary sample report,
duplicate sales reps from the Customers database are being suppressed. 

Select to enable
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FORMULA FIELDS
Formulas are created or modified in the Formula Properties window. Database fields can
be pulled into the formula and calculations performed on those values. In addition, a vari-
ety of other powerful formulas can be created by using the evaluate, test, lookup, report
table, shared table, special and date/time formula options.

Evaluate
Evaluate is used to mathematically evaluate an expression. Any field, other formula or con-
stant value can be combined within nesting brackets, such as <<Invoice:subtotal
>>, to form an expression.

Select database

field

Date/Page formulas

Existing formulas

Algebraic

Functions

Text output cannot
 be calculated
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The formula output type should not be set to Text if you want to perform calculations on
fields. Algebraic functions will not work when Output As: is set to Text. 

Formulas allow you to apply simply functions, or perform more sophisticated calculations
on multiple database fields, as shown in this window. 

Formulas do note require text to be in quotes when the output style is set to Text. For exam-
ple, «Customers:inv first name» «Customers:inv last name».

Test
Test is used to find an answer to a database value when compared to a constant or another
database value. The results of the test can be True or False, and the answers commonly out-
put as text. Two tests can be performed on the same formula by using the And/Or argu-
ment.

Algebraic 
Functions 
Inactive

Field
Formula

Nesting brackets

Expression enclosed in parentheses

Field
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In the example below, the “account status” field in the “Customers” database is being
searched for the 6 value. If an account status is 6, then the test result is Frozen or Not Fro-
zen. 

Lookup
Lookup shows the current value of a preference or pricing setup. 

Tested field
Active Operand

And/Or argument
for second test

Output values

Inserts store number
into a report
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Report Table
Report Table converts PrintSmith values into more meaningful values for reports. In the
example below, the name in the key is converted into a commission rate.

☞ All PrintSmith report tables must reside in the “ReportWriter Tables” folder inside
the “Reports” folder. The “Source Field” is the database field used to obtain the value
from a table.

Shared Table
Shared Table is similar to a Report Table but the table is stored at the Master. The source
field specifies the value in the selected table and is used as the answer of the formula. 

Database field
Table

Database field

Table
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Special
Special. Prints special data, such as bar codes, from the database and pricing system. Prima-
rily used for Job Ticket information.

Date/Time
Date/Time. Performs calculations on dates and times, such as adding or subtracting dates
and times. The “Different” options shows the number of days or hours between start and
stop times.

Requires “Invoices” and   
“Jobs” databases

Displays search rules and 
sorts

Displays search rules

Job tracking location bar 
code

Total booklet parts

Total jobs i estimates or invoice

Displays Qty from charge report

Postal bar code

Enables printing of sub jobs on 
multipart job tickets. 

Job tracking location bar code

   

Start date 

Plus or Minus

End date

Output format

Put negative values in parentheses
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Date Formats

(In addition, date search rules can be used. See “Using Dynamic Dates” on page 126 for
more information.) The example below shows a use of dynamic dates to add today and the
next 30 days, and to produce the output in day/month format.

Working with Date Formats
When working with date and time formats, keep the following tips in mind:

• A start date or time is required

• End dates and times are optional

• Start and end types cannot mix dates and times. For example, if you start with //
(today) and add 24, you add 24 days, not 24 hours

• Dates from dates from database fields can be used as start and end dates

• Output type must match the start and end types. For example, date starts and ends
must have a date output type

05/23/2000

05/23

05/23/2000 Tue

Date plus/minus another date

Tue

5

2000

23

400:11 (4 p.m. and 11 seconds)

4:00:11 PM

Time plus/minus another time

4

00

11

Start date “today” 

Plus

End date “next 30 days”

Output format “day/month”
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The following table shows sample date combinations.

The following table shows sample time combinations.

Table 16: Date Formats

Function Valid Start Input Valid End Input Valid Operand

Long Date/
Short Date/ 
Full Date

Dynamic dates (See “Using 
Dynamic Dates” on page 126), 
database fields (Customers:created 
date), or specified dates (“06/22/
2000”, Monday, Tuesday and so on)

Any number (1, 2, 3 and so on), 
Dynamic dates (See “Using 
Dynamic Dates” on page 126), 
database fields (Customers:created 
date), or specified dates (“06/22/
2000”, Monday, Tuesday and so on)

Plus, Minus

Days
Different

Dynamic dates (See “Using 
Dynamic Dates” on page 126), 
database fields (Customers:created 
date), or specified dates (“06/22/
2001”, Monday, Tuesday and so on)

Any number (1, 2, 3 and so on), 
Dynamic dates (See “Using 
Dynamic Dates” on page 126), 
database fields (Customers:created 
date), or specified dates (“06/22/
2001”, Monday, Tuesday and so on)

None

Day of week, 
Month, Year, 
Day

Dynamic dates (See “Using 
Dynamic Dates” on page 126), 
database fields (Customers:created 
date), or specified dates (“06/22/
2001”, Monday, Tuesday and so on)

Any number (1, 2, 3 and so on), 
Dynamic dates (See “Using 
Dynamic Dates” on page 126), 
database fields (Customers:created 
date), or specified dates (“06/22/
2001”, Monday, Tuesday and so on)

Plus, Minus

Table 17: Time Formats

Function Valid Start Input Valid End Input Valid Operand

Long Time/
Short Time

Dynamic times (See “Time” on page 
139), database fields (Daily 
Sales:prod hours), or specified times 
(4:00:11 PM)

Any number (1, 2, 3 and so on), 
Dynamic times (See “Time” on page 
139), database fields (Daily 
Sales:prod hours), or specified times 
(4:00:11 PM)

Plus, Minus

Time 
Different

Dynamic times (See “Time” on page 
139), database fields (Daily 
Sales:prod hours), or specified times 
(4:00:11 PM)

Any number (1, 2, 3 and so on), 
Dynamic times (See “Time” on page 
139), database fields (Daily 
Sales:prod hours), or specified times 
(4:00:11 PM)

None
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Set Panel
The Set Panel allows you to manipulate existing formulas resulting in abstract totals and
formula results.

This provides more control over formula values and report content by allowing you to feed
another formula with results that have yet to be determined, as in the case of a test function.

Instead of creating a straight mathematical addition of two values, the set command allows
you to construct a total based on a test formula or some other abstract number which does
not exist in the data base.

A report type created using these rules could be a scan of all print jobs where a formula tests
to see if the number of ink colors is greater than or equal to four. If a match is found, the Set
is triggered which can apply mathematical or text functions. The results from the test can be
printed at the end of the report.

Hour, Minute, 
Seconds

Dynamic times (See “Time” on page 
139), database fields (Daily 
Sales:prod hours), or specified times 
(4:00:11 PM)

Any number (1, 2, 3 and so on), 
Dynamic times (See “Time” on page 
139), database fields (Daily 
Sales:prod hours), or specified times 
(4:00:11 PM)

Plus, Minus

Table 17: Time Formats

Function Valid Start Input Valid End Input Valid Operand

Set number, data 
base field or formula 
name. 

Enter formula based 
on selected action to 
perform. 

Prints results of action 
where formula resides on 
report. Initializing formulas performed once at the start. 
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Action to Perform Menu Options

Mathematical Functions:
• Set. Set changes the target formula’s current value to a new value based on input of sec-

ond new “from this value/field” option shown in screen shot above.

• Add. This adds a value to the current value of the target formula.

• Subtract. This subtracts a value from the target formula.

• Multiply. This multiplies a value by the current target formula.

• Divide. This divides the target formula by a given value.

• Average. This calculates a running average by adding a value to the target formula and
then divides by two.

• ABS. This performs an absolute value on the value and sets the target formula.

Text Functions:
• String Append. This is used in conjunction with the set of existing formulas and adds

strings of text results together.

• String Copy. This allows you to copy one variable, one function or one field into
another.

Formula to adjust
Target Formula to be adjusted when performing the action described above. The target for-
mula must previously be created, then you can create the “set” formula to adjust.

From this value/field
The source value to use when performing the action; can be a set of numbers, a database
field or another formula name.

Print action results
Places the results of “set” operations in the frame accompanied by the formula in the report
layout.

Perform action only once
This action should performed once per run or printing; initializing formulas should be per-
formed once at the start. When enabled, the “set” method action is performed once. When
disabled, the action is performed every time the formula displays where it resides, some-
times repeating.

Summarize Formula Fields
Formula fields can be summaries just like database fields. The procedure is very similar.
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In the example below, add a total to the end of a report that uses a formula to display num-
bers in rows much like a spreadsheet would.

1. Add a Grand Total summary to the end of a report if it doesn’t already have one.

2. Select the New database field tool.

3. Draw a field for the Grand Total in the Grand Total page part.

4. In the Field Properties dialog box, choose FORMULA FIELD and the proper output
type.

5. Click on the Sigma.

6. Click on the Formula icon.

7. From the Formula window, create or select the correct formula.

8. Click “OK”.

9. Name the formula field Grand Total Sum.

10. Make sure OUTPUT AS: is set to “Number” and SUMMARIZE is set to “Total”.

11. Click “OK”.
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12. Preview the report.

Output Options
Once a formula is calculated, it can be displayed in a number of ways. With the “Output
as:” option, you can choose the most logical format for the formula result.

Text. used for non-calculating and non-summarizing data such as names and other textual
information.

Number; Number, No Comma; Number, Floating; Number, Percent; and Currency.
Used for numeric data that can be calculated. No format is applied with the Number selec-
tion. Choose a specific number type for commas, floating decimal point, percent or cur-
rency.

Current Date; Current Time; Current Date & Time; Current Page. Date, time and page
fields. Use for time Options in Field Properties

Inserting Page Numbers
Page numbers are formula fields. For an example of inserting a page number formula, see
“Inserting Page Numbers” on page 56.

EXPORTING DATA
In addition to creating reports that can be printed, Report Writer generates reports that can
be exported for use in another application, such as a spreadsheet. For the steps to export
data from Report Writer, see “Exporting Data to a File” on page 66.
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Field Names
To export field names, choose that option from the Export Preview window. The Export
Format specifies type of delimited format for Mac or Windows output. Exported data can
be imported into a spreadsheet, presentation or word processing application.

It is important to note that the exported field names will not match the labels appearing
above the data in Report Writer. The labels are added to reports for clarity. When fields are
exported, the database field names are generated by PrintSmith. Formula fields are named
by report authors.

☞ Formula fields must be named before they can be exported.

Field Names Exported
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Report and Exported Field Names Example
See the following example showing how labels in Report Writer differ from the exported
field names. 

☞ Only fields in the body of a report are exported.

☞ Hidden fields are not exported.

Setting the Export Order of Fields
In the Layout Manager, the order of field export is displayed and indicated by numbers. You
can easily manipulate the export order using the Shuffle commands. This comes in handy if
you are trying to match the exported data to an external program’s field order.

Field labels in Report Writer

Field names exported to a spreadsheet
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From the Report Writer window, click on the Layout Manager button. The following win-
dow opens:

Change the Export Order of Fields
To change the export order, use the Shuffle UP, Shuffle DOWN, Bring to Front and Send
to Back icons.

Enable show field order in 
this window.

Use the Shuffle UP, Shuffle DOWN, Bring to Front and 
Send to Back icons.

Numbers indicate the field export order.
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9 DownLoader

INTRODUCTION
Information is a key to success and DownLoader provides access to the information you
want. Have you ever needed to analyze your color mix, copier run length, send detailed per-
sonalized letters to customers, or automate an accounting task? If so, DownLoader is the
tool that works with Report Writer. DownLoader is a utility that extracts information from
your PrintSmith database for analysis and reporting. Although PrintSmith already creates
hundreds of standard reports, there are an infinite number of ways in which this data may
be presented and analyzed as seen in the first part of this manual. DownLoader was created
to work with the data PrintSmith collects. PrintSmith creates information during daily
closeout and other analytical operations in addition to the information you enter about
prices, orders, and customers.

These pages describe how DownLoader works and what information you can extract from
your PrintSmith database.

DownLoader extracts data from your PrintSmith database and converts it into a file which
is read by Report Writer. 

DownLoader/ Report Writer requires a specially coded security key. If you received a key
with your purchase it will already be correctly coded. If you did not receive a key with your
purchase you already have a security key. In this case, you will need to contact PrintSmith
after receiving the software so that your key can be coded correctly. Coding a key can be
performed over the phone and will take less than 10 minutes.

• The key provides you with unlimited use of PrintSmith and associated products, like
DownLoader/Report Writer. If the key is lost or stolen, the replacement cost is the then
current cost of PrintSmith and associated products. You should insure your business
management software. If the key is damaged, broken, or fails to work properly, contact
PrintSmith for a replacement key. A replacement fee may be assessed.
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Data File Summary
DownLoader provides access to data files in the “PrintSmith Folder”. The data file summary
below describes what each file is, what is in each file, some ideas on how the data can be
used, and where to look for specific field information about this file.

Table 18: Data File Summary 

Name Summary of Data.

Accounts The customer data file contains information about your accounts. Their addresses, status, resale 
ID numbers, discount levels, balance, and more. Uses of this data include personalized letters, 
reports for sales reps, reports on business types, sales gains or losses by customer, etc. See 
“Customer Record” on page 185.

Invoice This file contains information for each invoice and estimate. Use the information in this area to 
manage commissions, analyze sales mix by sales rep., sales mix by customer, turn around time in 
proof, or order to due time. Review invoice titles to gauge the frequency of certain types of 
invoices. i.e. Letterhead, January Special, etc. If there is a high occurrence of any invoice name, 
perhaps a template can be implemented to save time. Re-order information along with invoice 
name and customer address are all contained here, use this data to print re-order cards. See 
“Invoice Record” on page 199

Jobs Contains specifications of each job in a document. Jobs are subsets of documents and are created 
with the job command. Look at the product code or the name of the job to analyze groups of 
related jobs. Use the data to determine average press or copier run length, color mix (number of 
colors on the front and back of each job), or the price for each job. See “Job Record” on 
page 206

Job Costing Contains costing information for each job and charge in a document. A costing record is only 
created when costing data which differs from the costs calculated by PrintSmith is manually 
entered. See “Job Costing” on page 217

The total cost for entire document is stored in the invoice record. 

Charges Contains specifications for each job and invoice level charge in a document. Use it to analyze the 
types of charges being charged, their average amount, as well as their frequency. See “Charge 
Record” on page 192.

Stock Order Contains your current stock order report. This information is useful if you want to combine 
multiple stock order reports (from multiple locations) or send the information electronically to a 
paper vendor. See “Stock Order Record” on page 197
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Daily Sales This information identifies sales and receipts for each daily closeout. Look at daily sales reports 
to see what periods are available.This information can be exported to many programs. Use it to 
connect to 3rd party accounting packages not currently supported by “Accounting Links” in 
Daily and Monthly Closeout. See “Daily / Monthly Sales Record” on page 219

Monthly Sales This information identifies sales and receipts for each monthly closeout. Look at monthly sales 
reports to see what periods are available. Use it with a spreadsheet program that can graph sales 
performance. It is probably not a good idea to use this information to connect with an 
accounting package unless you are sure the information is final. Using daily sales is 
recommended. See “Daily / Monthly Sales Record” on page 219

History All account histories are stored here. It contains accounting summary level information for each 
invoice, pickup, payment and memo. This information can be transferred to another accounting 
program to update payments made on accounts and changes to accounts receivable. Sales rep. 
reports of customer activity could be customized to your needs. See “History Record” on 
page 223

Memos Memos are journal entries. Use it to analyze credit and debit memos to look for procedural 
problems causing repetitive memos or as another audit and control tool. See “Memo Record” on 
page 226

POS Log When you charge POS transactions to a customer account, the information recording the 
transaction is stored in this file until posted to the account using the “Post POS Charges” 
command in the A/R menu. See “POS Log Record” on page 227

Tax Details Each transaction in PrintSmith is summarized in this file for reporting sales tax. This file is not 
readily decipherable outside of PrintSmith. See “Tax Details Record” on page 229

Stock 
Definitions

All stock definitions are listed in this file. Use the information to create a custom listing of all of 
your current stock definitions along with their respective costs, sizes, etc. to assist in managing 
paper costs. See “Stock Definition Record” on page 230

Press 
Definitions

Contains all press definition specifications. Analyze your press definitions by viewing this 
important information. See “Press Definition Record” on page 234

Copier 
Definitions

All copier definitions reside in this file. Use the information to review your copier definitions. 
Analyze your cost per copy and compare it to the price charged per copy for a margin analysis on 
copies. See “Copier Definition Record” on page 235

Charge 
Definitions

All charge definitions defined in Pre Press, Binder, Miscellaneous, Merchandise, and Rubber 
Stamps are stored here. Use this data to review all of your charge or for preparing price lists of 
the charges in your system. See “Charge Definition Record” on page 238

Table 18: Data File Summary (Continued)

Name Summary of Data.
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Starting DownLoaderDownLoader resides with in the PrintSmith program and
has its own menu. 

A user’s ability to use the DownLoader is determined by a setting in the User ID. We rec-
ommend that you implement at least this minimum level of security in order to protect the
valuable information that you maintain in your system. See the PrintSmith Reference Man-
ual for more details on setting up User ID’s. 

Security
The information contained in PrintSmith is very specific to your business, making it invalu-
able. Because this information is so specific it needs to be protected. DownLoader is
restricted to PrintSmith users who have specific access. Additionally, the application
requires a specially coded security device (hardware key) that must be attached to the com-
puter with both PrintSmith and DownLoader applications available on that machine.

Custom Reports & PrintSmith.com
While PrintSmith has over 100 standard report formats, you may want to create a report
that isn’t offered. With that in mind, we have set aside a special area of the web site, for
DownLoader/ Report Writer file exchange. If you desire to share custom reports with other
users of DownLoader you should point your browser to www.printsmith.com. In the cus-
tomer support section is an area dedicated to the DownLoader/ Report Writer. We encour-
age participation in this sharing process; however, we do not guarantee or warranty items
simply because they are on our web site. Use of those FREE shared files is entirely up to
you!

There are many possible uses for this data, such as graphics programs, updating other
accounting systems and so on — we’d be interested in hearing about any unique uses you’ve
found for DownLoader. 

Price Lists Price lists, waste charts and speed tables are located in this file. Use this information to review 
pricing rate lists, waste or speed assumptions. See “Price List Definition Record” on page 242

Table 18: Data File Summary (Continued)

Name Summary of Data.
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Danger RAW DATA
If you do not own Report Writer and are working with DownLoader exports into text files
it is important to remember that the data that is dumped is raw, un-interpreted data and
needs to be used with care. The data is exactly the same data that PrintSmith uses; however,
interpretation of this data is something PrintSmith Report Writer is designed to do. Use of
RAW data without understanding how that data is interpreted by PrintSmith could lead to
erroneous conclusions. Please take the time to understand the data you are exporting. You
are strongly urged to upgrade to the Report Writer module. Please call the PrintSmith Sales
department for information.

USING DOWNLOADER
DownLoader is a simple, yet powerful program. There are three menus: File, Edit, and
DownLoader.

The File Menu
The file menu contains several commands. The availability of the commands in this menu
depend a great deal on the currently selected window so they change as windows open and
close. For example, “Save” and “Save As…” are enabled when you are working on scripts
and export data. When no windows are open, only “Page Setup” and “Quit” are enabled.
The “Print” or “Print Window” commands are available whenever a window is open. The
“Quit” command is used to exit from the DownLoader. 

In Export Documents, Export Pending Documents, New Script, Open Script, and Run
Script, the “Print” command prints a picture of the window. In Export Data and Browse,
printing produces a listing of fields in the selected database, an indicator of the export sta-
tus, and the data for a single record.

The description of each command describes what File menu commands are available and
how they are used.

The Edit Menu
The Edit menu contains the standard edit menu commands which can be used to cut, copy
and paste text from edit fields. Where edit menu commands have additional capabilities,
this is documented with the window or command in which this would be used.

The “Undo” command is not implemented in the DownLoader and is included simply to
conform to standards.

DownLoader Menu
Each command in the DownLoader menu is a different tool uniquely suited to specific
requirements. Export Documents is a tool that exports invoice, job, and charge data for a
range of document creation or pickup dates. This powerful utility exports data about
invoices and estimates into three separate files. The default file names for invoice, jobs, and
charges are “DL Invoice Data”, “DL Job Data”, and “DL Charge Data”, respectively.
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Export Pending Documents extracts document information from jobs in your Pending List.
Export Data exports data from selected files. New Script, Open Script, and Run Script are
tools for automating the downloading process. Browse lets you look at your data record by
record. 

Export Documents
Export Documents is used to export complete documents for a range of dates. To analyze
jobs or charges by invoice (document) number, export documents in this manner. Export
Pending Documents (page 172) is another way to export complete documents. See
“Understanding Documents” on page 172

Selecting Export documents opens the following window. You should review each option to
confirm that the selections made will provide the data you require.

Enter the range of dates you want to export. DownLoader supports date entry just like
PrintSmith. For example, enter “1” and DownLoader gives you the first day of the current
month. Enter “-30” and DownLoader gives you the date 30 days ago, “+30” will give you
the date 30 days from today’s date.

After selecting the data you want, click the “OK” button to start the downloading process.
If you wish to stop the process press the <command> and <period> keys.

☞ The fields selected for export, and the order in which they are exported is controlled
by your selections in the Export Data command. See page 174 for details.

Select type of documents to 
export.

Add field names as the first record exported. 
Very helpful in spreadsheet applications.

Enter date from and date to (inclusive) when exporting 
documents.

Create date specifies the date the document was created. Pickup date 
specifies when the document was picked up.

Messages are displayed throughout the downloading process within this area 
to inform you of the status of the operation.
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Creating the Export File
Depending on the data selected for export, you’ll be asked to name each of the export files.
The default names for the files are “DL Invoice Data”, “DL Job Data”, and “DL Charge
Data”, respectively.

After you’ve named all of the output files, the exporting process begins. DownLoader will
keep you informed of its progress in the Messages area of the Export Documents window.

After the exporting process is complete, DownLoader displays a summary of what took
place. You should review this information as check data. For example, if you were trying to
export invoices picked up in a given month, you should export the same number of docu-
ments as shown on the monthly closeout for number of invoices.

When export documents is complete, a message will display indicating the number of doc-
uments exported. Clicking “OK” will start the process again. If you are finished, click on
“Cancel” or close the window.

Change the name of export file 
here.

Use these to select the folder in 
which the files will be created.

Create a new folder 
to hold data files.
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You can view the files in the folder you selected. For example, below are files and their
respective icons in a folder named DownLoader Data files.

The data you download is exactly what is stored in PrintSmith. You must understand the
interpretation and use of this data is performed by PrintSmith. 

Export Pending Documents
This feature allows you to export invoice, job, and charge data for all pending invoices and
estimates. This command is ideal for viewing work in progress in great detail. Several data
sets can be combined to view work in progress for multiple locations.

The default names for exporting these documents are the same as when exporting other
invoice, job or charge files. Be careful not to overwrite (use files with same name) data that
is valuable to you.

☞ The fields selected for export, and the order in which they are exported is controlled
by selections that you make in the Export Data command. See page 174 for details.

Understanding Documents
To make the most efficient use of hard disk space on your computer, each document is
stored via different files in the “Data…” folder of your “PrintSmith Folder”. Conceptually,
they are divided into three distinct groups: Invoices (includes Estimates in this context),
Jobs and Charges. Exporting documents creates 3 separate files containing the document
data you requested.

These are the same options as in 
Export Documents window.
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The diagram below shows how the information in the 3 files created by the export process is
connected using the invoice and job numbers.

Each record contains the document number to which the record belongs. Each job also has
a job number which can be used to sequence the jobs within an invoice an, in the Charges
file. This also serves to identify those charges which are attached to the job (e.g. pre press
and bindery charges). Charges with a job number of 0 are invoice level charges. 

The invoice data contains information about an entire document (invoice or estimate). It
includes the identity of the customer plus totals and sales category breakdowns. This infor-
mation is all that is required to generate sales analysis, commissions, etc. See “Invoice
Record” on page 199 for a detailed listing of the fields available in the invoice file.

Job data contains information about document line items created with the “Jobs” com-
mand. The order quantity, number of colors on the front side, paper used, etc. This is used
to create production analysis reports. See “Job Record” on page 206 

Charge data contains information about line items created with any of the charge com-
mands. This includes both invoice and job level charges.See “Charge Record” on page 192.

EXPORT DATA
The Export Data command is a tool for extracting all or part of a data file. This is much dif-
ferent from the process used to export complete documents. When you export documents,
DownLoader searches the database for documents that match the criteria you specify. When

Charge Data

Job Data

Invoice Data

INVOICE # JOB #

Figure 1  Document Relationships

INVOICE #

INVOICE #

RELATIONSHIP OF DATA FILES
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you export data you must be much more explicit. You tell DownLoader what file to export
via the “File to Export” menu and you specify which records to export. Each file has a set of
standard export data fields that you can change to suit your needs.

Selecting a file from the Export File menu displays the field information: 

Selecting Fields to Export
There are two lists:

• a list of fields which are not selected for export, “Don’t Export”

• a list of fields selected for export, “Fields to Export”

Listing of data files available for 
exporting. See record definitions 
for specific field information.

Figure 2  Export Data Files

The file menu indicates which file is 
selected

The number of records in the file that 
can be exported.

The data fields in this list are available for 
export, but have not been selected.

This list shows the data fields 
selected for export.

Figure 3  Export Data
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Above is the default field list used when exporting data and when exporting documents.
Fields can be moved from one side to the other by double-clicking them or by clicking the
appropriate “Move” button. <Shift> clicking extends your selection and allows you to
move groups of fields at once. 

Example: select all fields in a file for export by clicking on the first field in “Don’t Export”,
scrolling to the end of the list, holding down the <shift> key while clicking on the last
field to select all the fields in the “Don’t Export” list. Clicking the “>> Move >>” button will
move all the selected fields to the “Fields to Export” list.

To export the data in a particular order, simply drag the fields into the desired order. To drag
a field, point to it, hold the mouse down and move up or down. If you drag slightly above
or below the list of fields, the field list scrolls automatically. When the position indicator
shows the desired drop location, release the mouse. To cancel the drag, move the mouse to
the window title or the desktop before releasing the mouse.

Only “Fields to Export” can be re-arranged by dragging, although this can affect the order
of fields in the “Don’t Export” list if a field is dragged to a new location and then moved
back to the “Don’t Export” list. 

The Save command in the file menu saves any changes you made to the field list. You can
use a modified field list to export without making those changes permanent if you don’t save
the changes.

Permanently changing the selections or field order of Invoice, Job, or Charges files affects
Export Documents and Export Pending Documents. This is not recommended because it
changes the selected fields and field order when exporting documents. You can use an
export script to create different export field lists for the same file without changing the
default field list, see “Scripting” on page 178.

Selecting Records to Export
Enter the number of the first record and the last record you wish to export.

Checking “Export Field Names” will export the field names of the selected fields as the first
record in the database. This tool is very handy for checking import routines in database
applications or for column headings in spreadsheet applications.

DownLoader is shipped to be used with Report Writer. If you want to use the DownLoader
with FileMaker Pro, we recommend you use a script to modify the selected fields and avoid

Export field names when you intend to use the data 
with spreadsheet applications.

First and Last record (inclusive) to export. 
The default is all records in the database.

Select the format to use when creating 
the export file.
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changing settings here permanently because it will make import into the supplied File-
Maker Pro templates more difficult. See the section on scripting beginning on page 178.

Field Order
If you wish to change the order of data in the exported file you can do so. Changing field
order is accomplished by first selecting the field or fields that you want to re-arrange. To
select more than one field, hold down the <shift> key and click on the field at the end of
the range. 

Once the fields are selected, drag them to the new location and release the mouse. As you
move the fields, a dotted outline moves with the mouse and a thin “insertion” line is dis-
played to mark where the fields will be moved to when the mouse is released. Releasing the
mouse completes the move. Cancel the drag by moving the mouse up to the window’s title
or the menu bar at the top of the screen and releasing the button.

If you move fields around and wish to keep that order, save the settings by choosing “Save”
from the File menu. Until this layout is saved, the settings are only temporary. Use the
“Revert” command to go back to the last layout that was saved. Use the “New” command to
start all over again with a new list of fields in their defined order and no fields selected for
export. 

File Formats
When saving data to be used with a program other than Report Writer, you will need to
determine file formatting. The file created when during the download requires a specific
format which you will select. Most of the time, you’ll want to use the default format which
is a Macintosh, TAB delimited ASCII Text file. If you aren’t sure which format will be best,
use the default format. This type of file can be opened by any program capable of reading
text files including most word processors and spreadsheets programs.

A “delimiter” is a bit of computer jargon used to signify how different pieces of data are sep-
arated from each other in a recognizable way. There are 2 important delimiters: field delim-
iters and record delimiters. A “field” is a discrete piece of information such as the document
number or order total. A group of “fields”, such as an Invoice, Job or Charge is called a
record. Each record is separated by a carriage return (ASCII code 13) just as if it was typed
in and ended by typing the <return> key on your keyboard. 

In some cases, such as in remarks, a carriage return may already be present in the remarks
text. To avoid confusion, DownLoader removes these carriage returns before putting the
data into the export file.

The two most common field delimiters are TAB and “comma”. Generally, TAB is preferred
because it prevents loads of data entry problems and results in a smaller file. Comma sepa-
rated data must also be surrounded by quotes so that text with commas in it (a very com-
mon condition) is not considered to be separate data fields. If a data field contains quotes
(which are more common than carriage returns), they must be removed by the program or
they will almost certainly confuse whatever program has to read the data. This can occasion-
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ally change the interpretation of text whereas removing a carriage return is less likely to
cause problems.

The following table describes the differences between each of the export file formats.

The only difference between Mac and Windows files is that Windows files use two charac-
ters, a Carriage Return and a Line Feed to mark the end of a record while a Mac file uses
only a Carriage Return. Use the Windows format only when the target application runs on
an the DOS or Windows platform.

Performing the Export
While exporting, a progress window is displayed. You can cancel the export at any time by
selecting the progress window that you want to cancel (there can be several running at once
in a threaded environment) and pressing <command> +<period>.

Although you can have only one export window open at once, you can start the export pro-
cess for one file and while the export is proceeding, use the export command to start another
process. In this case, more than one file export can be proceeding at the same time. In the
Mac OS, this feature requires the Thread Manager which is part of System 7.6 and greater.

Table 19: File Formats

Format Field Delimiter Record Delimiter

Mac, Tab Delimited
(the standard format)

TAB Carriage Return

Mac,
Comma Delimited

quoted, with commas 
between fields

Carriage Return

Windows, 
Tab Delimited

TAB Carriage Return Line 
Feed

Windows, 
Comma Delimited

quoted, with commas 
between fields

Carriage Return Line 
Feed

Figure 4  Export Progress
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SCRIPTING
Scripting is an automation tool will save time in repetitive tasks. If you download selected
customer account information every week which may be different from the default field list,
you will find that “scripting” your steps will save time and ensure that data is extracted in
the manner you desire. A script has the added benefit of “remembering” which records were
last exported. For example, exporting sales information to an accounting program not
already supported by PrintSmith is best handled by a script. 

New Script
To create a script, select the New Script command from the DownLoader menu.

The untitled script window opens and asks you to indicate what steps to take to complete
your task. This is called Scripting. Save the steps and field order in a script which will be
played back and automate DownLoading tasks. Each script step has its own field list and
field order so multiple steps in one script can dump data from different parts of the same
record into different files.

Scripts can also be enabled to run unattended. Checking the “Run unattended” button
causes the script to run without any further user intervention. When a script is run unat-
tended, the file names used for export may not be exactly the same as those set up in the
script because if that name is already in use, the DownLoader will create a new file with the
a number after the name. It will never replace an existing data file. Conversely, if the button
is disabled, the built in name is used as the default and you’ll be asked if you wish to replace
it. 
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Creating an Export Script
Click the “Add Step” button to begin the process of scripting by adding a “Script Step”
using the “Script Step Editor” which is nearly identical to the Export Data window and is
used in much the same way.

Creating a script step is a simple procedure.

1. Select the file to be used in the step.

2. Select the fields to be exported

3. Drag them into the order in which you wish to export them

4. Decide whether or not you wish to include field names. 

5. Select the file format you want used from the “Export Format” menu.

6. Click “Save” to put the step in the script and to name the output file. 

The step can be edited later if needed. Repeat this procedure for as many times as necessary
to complete the script. 

You will be asked to name these files just like in Export Data. This name is used when the
script is run – the file is not created until then. Once the step is set up to your liking, save
the script to a folder within the “PrintSmith Folder”. To organize your scripts you can create
Daily, Weekly, Monthly, or Quarterly folders to store your scripts.

☞ When the DownLoader asks for the file name, it acts just like it is creating the file. It
will ask if you want to replace the file if that file name that already exists. This is
used only to set the default file name of the script step. A file is never created as a
result of setting up a script, only when the script is run.

You can create as many script steps as you need. Once a step has been created, it can be
changed or removed from the script. See “Open Script” which follows. 

Last Record is 0 when the step has never 
run and shows the last record exported. 
Change “First Record” Value to reset 
record counters in script.
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To actually create the script file, use the “Save” command from the File menu and enter the
name you want for the script. Each script has its own file. You can double-click on a script
file (or drag it to the DownLoader icon) in the Finder to run a script file.

Open Script
Open script will open a saved script in the Script Editor which allows you to review, change,
and run the script.

Edit any step by selecting it and clicking on “Edit Step”. Remove a script step by selecting
the step to be removed, and clicking the “Remove Step” button.

You can run any script by opening it and clicking “Run Script” which causes the actions
defined in each step to be performed by DownLoader. There are slight differences, which
are sometimes quite important, between executing a script from the Script Editor with the
“Run Script” button and from the Run Script command, however, the mechanics are iden-
tical in both methods.

☞ Scripts can be executed or run directly from the Finder by double clicking on the
script file or by dragging the script file on top of the DownLoader icon.

When you execute a script from the Script Editor, each step exports the range of records
stored in each script step. When you execute a script from the Run Script command, the
record numbers stored in the script step are assumed to be the records that were exported
the last time the script was run. The DownLoader sets up to export all the records after the
last record stored in the script step and updates the script to reflect the new set or records
exported.

Use the Run Script button in the script editor to:

• Export a specific range of records without recording it in the script.

• Initialize the record counter in each script step.

Use the Run Script command in the DownLoader menu to:
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• Export records and remember which were exported.

• Maintain an external database containing all the records in the PrintSmith database.

Controlling Output Record Range
The “First Record” and “Last Record” range are used differently in script steps than in the
Export command window. In scripts, the first record is the starting point and the last record
is always the last record in the file. A script step “remembers” what is exported by setting the
value of the “First Record” field to the last record exported when the script step is updated
after it runs. You can reset this by changing the first record. Also, if a script is run from the
script editor via the “Open Script” or “New Script” command, it doesn’t remember what
records were exported. You can use this feature to re-do a script step.

Unless the script is set up for unattended execution, you can also change the range of
records to be exported when running each script (see “Run Script” which follows).

Run Script
Run script allows you to execute any saved script. When selected, the first step is always to
open the script to be run.

After selecting a script, the Run Script Step window opens.

When a script is run, it will remember the last record exported so that when the script is
used again, it will automatically default to export just the new records. The next time this
script is used, the first record would be set to 112 and the last record would be set to the last
record in the file. If it was run twice in succession, the second run would not export any-
thing since it would be starting at record 112 when there was only 111 records in the file.

☞ You can double click on a script from the Finder to run that script.
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Regardless of what DownLoader sets as the default record numbers to export, you can
always change them to anything you like. You cannot export more records than are in the
file so it does no good (nor any harm) to specify a record number that is higher than the
number of records in the file. If you do change the records to export, the changed range is
“remembered” in the script step. Similarly, you can change the file name the data is
exported to.

System 7.5, or any version of the Mac OS that supports the Thread Manager, each script
step executes at the same time. You can select a particular step to abort by selecting the
progress window for it and then pressing command-period.

When the script has finished executing, the data will be in the files you specified. In the
illustration below, a script and an export file generated from that script is shown.

Browse
The browse command allows you to “Browse” through your data. Select the data file you
are interesting in looking at in the “File to Browse” menu and you will get a screen that
looks like the following for the “Invoice” file:

This is a script.
This is a data file created by the 
DownLoader containing export 
data.

Click here to turn data 
display on and off.
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The on / off (➝ ) controls whether data is displayed for that data field. You can turn all fields
in the file on or off by holding down the <option> key when clicking on the control.

Each file has it’s own Browse settings for the order of the fields and whether data is normally
displayed. You can adjust these settings and save them for a particular file using the “Save”
command in the File menu. 

You can scan or review records by selecting the “<<” (backward) and “>>” (forward) but-
tons. Go to a specific record number by entering the number and clicking the “Go To
Record” button or press <return>.

You can change the size of the Browse window. This size is remembered the next time the
Browse command is selected. 
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10 Record Definitions

FIELDS & RECORDS
The following Record Definitions describe each field for each file the DownLoader exports. 

At the end of each data file is a field called “special”. This field contains no data until you
supply the data during the download process. When exporting data, with this field selected,
DownLoader will prompt you once to enter data that will be placed in each record. An
example of how you might use this field would be entering the store number when combin-
ing data for multiple stores or to use a date to mark the date the data was exported or an
accounting period to use the data with a third party accounting system, etc. Any text, num-
ber, or date information entered in the “special” field will be placed in each exported record.

Table 20: Customer Record 

Field Name Type Definition

record number number A sequential record number assigned by PrintSmith.

record status text Record status
‘C ‘= Current
‘D’ = Deleted
‘I’ = Imported
‘U’ = Updated

record type number Record type
0 = Customer
1 = Prospect

account number number A customer account number assigned by PrintSmith to uniquely 
identify a customer account.

account type number Account type where:
1 = full deposit
2 = cash only
3 = checks
4 = charge
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account status number Account status where:
1 = new
2 = current
3 = inactive
4 = past due
5 = delinquent
6 = frozen

external acct id text User definable external account id number (Alpha-Numeric). Can be 
used to search for in account lister.

master account number Account number for which this account is a child account of. Points to 
one and only one master account.

master name text Account name for which this account is a child account of. Points to 
one and only one master account.

security access number Security level assigned to this account by the system manager. Account 
viewing is restricted to users with equal or greater security level.

resale id text Tax exemption number. 24 character limit.
(Alpha-Numeric)

title text Name field in customer account. This field is displayed in the customer 
list. 51 character limit.

inv contact text Full name of the invoice contact.
Includes Prefix and Suffix.

inv first name text First name of invoice contact.

inv last name text Last name of invoice contact.

inv name text Account name from address panel.

inv address text Full address as shown using country specific formatting from 
preferences.

inv street 1 text Line 1 of (Street) address block.

inv street 2 text Line 2 of (Street) address block.

inv city text City from address block (Table Editor).

Table 20: Customer Record (Continued)

Field Name Type Definition
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inv state text State from address block (Table Editor).

inv zip text Zip code from address block (Table Editor).

inv address 3 text [not used]

inv address 4 text [not used]

inv country text Country name or empty for default country (Table Editor) - Address 
Preference.

inv phone text Invoice address phone number.

inv fax text Invoice address fax number

inv phone 2 text Invoice mobile phone.

inv phone 3 text Invoice e-mail account.

inv phone 4 text [not used]

inv prefix text Invoice contact prefix (Table Editor).

inv suffix text Invoice contact suffix (Table Editor).

inv salutation text Invoice contact salutation.

inv job title text Invoice contact job title (Table Editor).

inv refno text Invoice contact reference number.
(Obsolete Prospects).

bill contact text Full name of billing contact. 
(Includes Prefix and Suffix).

bill first name text First name of billing contact.

bill last name text Last name of billing contact.

bill name text Account name from address panel.

bill address text Full address as shown using country specific formatting from 
preferences.

bill street 1 text Line 1 of (Street) address block.

Table 20: Customer Record (Continued)

Field Name Type Definition
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bill street 2 text Line 2 of (Street) address block.

bill city text City from address block (Table Editor).

bill state text State from address block (Table Editor).

bill zip text Zip from address block (Table Editor).

bill address 3 text [not used]

bill address 4 text [not used]

bill country text Country name or empty for default country (Table Editor) - Address 
Preference.

bill phone text Billing address phone number.

bill fax text Statement address fax number

bill phone 2 text Billing mobile phone.

bill phone 3 text Billing e-mail account.

bill phone 4 text [not used]

bill prefix text Billing contact prefix (Table Editor).

bill suffix text Billing contact suffix (Table Editor).

bill salutation text Billing contact salutation.

bill job title text Billing contact job title (Table Editor).

bill refno text Billing contact reference number.
(Obsolete Prospects).

tax code text Tax code assigned to customer / prospect account.

tax table text Tax table that is attached to customer account.

sales ranking number Sales rank where: 1 = top customer.

never a cust on / off On if the new account was created as a prospect.

auto pay on / off Auto pay is on [Future use].

Table 20: Customer Record (Continued)

Field Name Type Definition
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do not mail on / off Do not include company in customer or prospect based marketing 
mailings including labels.

personal account on / off Indicates account represents a person not a company.

tax exempt on / off Setting to allow this account to be tax exempt. Is used to set the default 
tax state on new invoices.

resale cert expire date Date tax exempt certificate expires.

commissioned on / off If set, pay commissions on this account. Used only in external 
reporting.

apply finance 
charge

on / off Calculate finance charges for this account.

po required on / off A purchase order is required on all invoices.

file originals on / off Indicates originals to be filed.

produce statement on / off Generate statements for this account when there’s an account balance.
1 = Do a statement.
0 = Never do a statement.

business type
(old)

text Up to 4 characters can be recorded in this field. It is expected that it will 
be used to record standard industrial classification numbers (SIC) 
codes.

sales rep text The first 16 characters of the sales rep name. The name of the default 
sales rep assigned to the customer account is recorded here.

default inv number The default invoice format.

default est number The default estimate format.

shipping mode text Shipping mode for this account.
(From Table Editor).

aging [5] number Last aged values for account.
1 = Current
2 = 30 days
3 = 60 days
4 = 90 days
5 = not used

Table 20: Customer Record (Continued)

Field Name Type Definition
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history notes number List of history notes.
Internal use only.

merchandise 
account

number POS charges on account but not yet posted.

balance number Customer’s account balance, includes “on account”.

sales this month number Total sales amount for invoices posted during the current month.

orders this month number The number of orders posted during the month.

sales this year number Sales posted year to date for current year.

sales prior year number Sales posted for entire prior year.

invoices this year number Number of orders posted during the current year.

estimate count number The number of estimates created in the current year.

credit limit number The accounts credit limit.

discount rate number Accounts automatic discount percent on new invoices.

terms net number Due days from posting.

terms discount number Sales per month. (Internal use only).

finance rate number Monthly finance charge percentage to use for customer when 
calculating finance charges if different from system default.

finance ytd number Year to date finance charges applied to customer account.

estimate won cnt number Count of won estimates.

estimate lost cnt number Count of lost estimates.

created date date Date account was created.

invoice date date Last date an invoice was created for customer account.

estimate date date Last date an estimate was created for customer account.

last aged date Last date account was aged.

last billed date Last date statement was generated for account.

Table 20: Customer Record (Continued)

Field Name Type Definition
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last payment date Last date payment was applied to account.

last posted date Last date anything was posted to account. This includes pos and post 
payments.

ranked date date Date on which sales ranking was calculated for this account.

bookmark number Custom bookmark in account history.

bookmark title text Custom bookmark title.

invoice notes text Notes recorded in customer notes, account selection notice, optional 
invoice notes.

job notes text Notes recorded in customer notes, notes to insert in each job.

statement notes text Notes recorded in customer notes, notice to place on statements.

default inv contact number Contact record number for accounts default invoice contact.

default bill contact number Contact record number for accounts default billing contact.

marketing date 1 - 
10

date From account marketing panel, user specific (10) dates.

contact count number Number of contacts in account (not always exact).

lead source 1-2 text From account marketing panel.
(Table Editor).

marketing tags 1-8 text From account marketing panel.
(Table Editor).

number employees number Number of employees.

business type number Business type id number from table.

business type name text Business type name from table.

annual revenue number Annual revenue, marketing panel.

items paid number Used to accumulate items paid for average days calculations.

time to pay number Used for accumulating time to pay.

web access text Customer has web access.

Table 20: Customer Record (Continued)
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web company ID text Internal Use

web catalog role ID text Internal Use

web pricing role ID text Internal Use

web currency code text Internal Use

web language code text Internal Use

web address ID text Internal Use

web parent org ID text Internal Use

resale cert expire Date Date that a resale certificate expires.

last notified date Date Date of last log entry

last notified time Time Time of last log entry.

special text Value supplied by you. Use for combining several data sets together into 
a single database or identifying the data in a particular dump.

Table 21: Charge Record 

Field Name Type Definition

recno number  A sequential record number assigned by PrintSmith.

rstatus text Record status where:
C = current
D = deleted

rtype text Record type where:
A = job charge - pre press
B = job charge - production
C = job charge - bindery
D = job charge - misc
P = invoice charge

doc number number The document number that this charge is associated with.
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doc type text Document type where:
I = Invoice
E = Estimate
T = Template

job number number The job number that this charge is attached to. The job number is 0 if 
the charge is an invoice level charge.

total price number Price of charge including tax if it’s hidden in price.

description text Charge description.

notes number Charge notes.

list id number Identifies the command to which the charge belongs where: 1 = Pre 
Press, 2 = Bindery, 3 = Merchandise, 4 = Lines and Inches, 5 = 
Miscellaneous

charge id number A unique number assigned by PrintSmith which identifies this charge.

sales category number Sales category for summarizing sales.

sales cat name text Sales category name.

Table 21: Charge Record (Continued)
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rate quantity number Rate quantity.

material quantity number Material quantity.

number of sets number Number of sets in the charge. Used with “qty type” 1 and 5.

material sets number Number of material sets in the charge.

price number Price of the charge.

start number Start time. If 0 stop time, time is total time. Otherwise it is time 
between start and stop.

stop number Stop time of the charge.

stock charge on/off Charge was preset in stock definition.

o cut qty on / off Override on cut quantity in cut charge.

show notes on / off Indicates whether note field is shown on invoice.

finished on / off Pricing is finished.

brokered on / off Indicates whether the charge was brokered.

taxable on / off Indicates whether the charge is taxable.

displayqty on / off Display quantity on invoice.

oprice number Overridden price.

orqty number Overridden rate quantity.

omqty number Overridden material quantity.

method number Indicates the pricing method of the charge where:
1 = job aware
2 = markup
3 = flat rate
4 = always ask
5 = price list
6 = rate list
7 = cutting charge
8 = ink charge

Table 21: Charge Record (Continued)
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qty type number Quantity entry where:
1 = number of sets
2 = quantity
3 = time start / stop
4 = one only
5 = no. sets and set up

markup type number Indicates type of markup where:
1 = job
2 = charges
3 = job and charges same category
4 = invoice

job qty type number Indicates what quantity type is to be used where:
1 = press
2 = finish
3 = parent (used only on prepress cut charges)
0 = neither

use orig on / off Job aware charge uses originals in its calculations.

use sig on / off Job aware charge uses signatures in its calculations.

use colors on / off Job aware charge uses colors in its calculations.

bindery operation on / off State of the “Bindery Operation” button in definition. See PrintSmith 
Reference Manual for description.

use minimum on / off A minimum amount applies.

use setup on / off A set up value is used in charge calculation.

use m sets on / off Material sets are used in charge calculation.

use r sets on / off Rate sets are used in charge calculation.

use rate on / off Rate is used in charge calculation.

use material on / off Material is used in charge calculation.

enter material on / off The user will be prompted to enter material quantity.

enter rate on / off The user will be prompted to enter quantity.
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adjust sets on / off Indicates if sets are adjustable in the Estimator.

no overrides on / off If on, user can not override anything.

hidden on / off Indicates if the charge is hidden.

rate set count number Number of units in a set. Ink charge = coverage.

material set count number Number of material units in a set.

rate number Rate charged per set. Ink charge = price / pound.

material rate number Material rate per material set.

minimum number Minimum charge.
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price list number Price list attached to charge.

o rate on / off Indicates that rate was overridden.

sku text 14 Used to enter a product code. This is useful for grouping charges for 
analysis.

override rate on / off Override of rate.

special text User supplied information.

Table 22: Stock Order Record 

Field Name Type Definition

recno number A sequential record number assigned by PrintSmith.

rstatus number Record status where:
C = Current
D = Deleted

group number Grouping of stocks where: (table)
1 = paper
2 = envelope
3 = carbonless
4 = other

ordno number The invoice number from which this order record was made.

jobno number Job number in the “ordno” invoice that needs stock described in this 
record.

po number number Purchase order number.

job record number number Job record number.

date wanted date Date job is wanted by customer, from invoice.

date ordered date Date of stock order report.
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date received date N/A

entry date date Date entry was made on stock order report.

entry time text Time entry was made on stock order report.

name text Name of stock in stock definition.

color text Color of stock.

generic finish name text Name of stock finish.

weight text Weight of stock.

coat text Stock coating 1 or 2 sided.

vendor text Name of vendor as entered in stock definition.

vendor stock 
number

text vendor stock order number.

vendor ID text Stock Vendor ID (table).

id number A unique identification number of the stock definition.

quantity number

parent x number X value of parent stock.

parent size text Parent size.

parent y number Y value of parent stock.

run x number X value of run size.

run size text Run size.

run y number Y value of run size.

sets number Number of sheets in a set.

lot count number Minimum # which can be purchased.

extra stock number Extra stock required to fulfil min. order. 

out number Number out parent size to run size.

Table 22: Stock Order Record (Continued)
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cost number Cost per unit.

units number Units to be used in above.

run quantity number Number of run sheets.

parent quantity number Number of parent sheets.

total number Cost of order.

cust number number Customer account number.

cust name text Customer account name.

from estimator on / off Ordered from estimator in the job menu.

from list on / off Ordered from order stock command.

dutch on / off Use dutch cut.

grain on / off Match grain direction.

inventory on / off Not implemented.

o qty on / off Overridden quantity

o out on / off Overridden out.

o run qty on / off Overridden run quantity

o total on / off Overridden total

priced sets number Priced in sets (0 or 1)

filler 1-2 number Reserved for future releases.

special text Values supplied by user.

Table 23: Invoice Record 

Field Name Type Description

recno number A sequential invoice record number assigned by PrintSmith.

Table 22: Stock Order Record (Continued)
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rstatus text Record status where:
C = active.
D = deleted.
V = voided.

doc type text Record type where:
I = invoice.
E = estimate.
T = template.

cust number number Customer account number assigned to the document.

doc number number Document number assigned by PrintSmith. Either an estimate or an 
invoice number. This number, together with “doc type” uniquely 
identifies the document.

name text 51 Title of invoice as shown in account info.

sales rep text 16 Up to 16 characters identifying the sales person responsible for the 
order. 

po number text 24 Up to 24 characters containing the purchase order number assigned to 
the document.

invoice address text Full address for company, formatted from Address preference.

address name text Name from address block.

street 1 text Street 1 from address block.

street 2 text Street 2 from address block.

city text City extracted from the last address line with text.

state text State extracted from the last address line with text.

zip text Zip code extracted from the last address line with text.

country text Country from address block.

address 4 text [not used]

address 5 text [not used]

Table 23: Invoice Record (Continued)
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phone text Telephone number as recorded in either the customer account or 
entered directly into document.

fax text Fax number as recorded in either the customer account of entered 
directly into the document.

contact text Full name of contact.

first name text First name of contact.

last name text Last name of contact.

phone 2 text Phone (2) from contact.

phone 3 text Phone (3) from contact.

phone 4 text Phone (4) from contact.

salutation text Contact salutation.

job title text Contact job title.

prefix text Contact prefix.

suffix text Contact suffix.

format id number Resource ID of last document pref.

taken by text Name of the person who created the document.

refno text External reference number of customer account.

sales code text 4 Up to 4 characters containing a user entered sales code.

resale number text 24 Resale number entered in customer accounts or directly into document 
in customer information area. 24 characters maximum.

tax code text 2 Two character code used to categorize tax receipts.

tax table text 2 Two character code used to identify the tax table used by the document. 
tax tables are stored in the Prices… folder.

format ID number menu item number of invoice preference used to print the document.

Table 23: Invoice Record (Continued)
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ship mode number Shipping mode requested where:
0 = none
1 = call
2 = will call
3 = deliver
4 = ship
(Dynamic list from Table Editor).

ship mode text text Shipping method text.

print count number The number of times the document was printed.

store number Value supplied by user.

job record number Job record.

charge record number Charge record.

markup number Markup.

notes rec text Notes record.

special instructions text Special instructions entered into the customer information area.

note pad text Information entered into the Note Pad.

format menu index number Document pref menu #. Obsolete.

ar ptr number AR pointer.

cost rec

schedule rec

location rec

contact record number Contact account number.

old est number number Estimate number from which this document was copied or converted.

old inv number number Invoice number from which this document was copied or converted.

format res ID number Internal document resource.

hold state number Hold State ID (table).

Table 23: Invoice Record (Continued)
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hold state text text Text of Hold State (Table)

old invoice on/off On if old order number references an invoice. Off indicates an estimate

order date date Date document was created / ordered.

order time text Time document was created / ordered.

due date date Date document was to be completed.

due time text Time document was to be completed.

proof date date Date entered for proof date.

proof time text Time entered for proof time.

date completed date Date document was marked complete. Set using location button in 
pending documents.

complete time text Time document was marked complete.

date notified date Date the customer was last contacted regarding the order. It is set by 
using the notify button in the pending document window.

notify time text Time as marked by above.

pickup date date Date document was posted to account history or “picked up” from the 
pending document list.

pickup time text Time document was posted to account history or “picked up” from the 
pending document list.

reorder date date Follow-up date to ask customer to re-order.

reorder time date Follow-up time to ask customer to re-order.

location change 
date

date Date of last location update to Invoice.

location change 
time

date Time of last location update to Invoice.

reorder time text Reserved for future versions.

x date date

Table 23: Invoice Record (Continued)
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sales category[1 - 
20]

number Sales categories for the document. They summarize each line item into 
the appropriate sales category. A good field for analyzing sales mix by 
sales rep.

ship charges number Charges assigned to the shipping sales category.

markups number Invoice markups. OBSOLETE - used in 3.0

discount Factor number Discount factor applied to invoice. 

discount number Discount dollar amount calculated with above factor.

markups number Invoice level markups.

tax rate number Sales tax rate applied to document.

taxable number Taxable amount.

sales tax number Actual calculated sales tax amount. Calculated by multiplying the 
“taxable” field by the “tax rate” field.

subtotal number Total of everything except shipping and sales tax.

shipping number The amount for shipping entered in the document totals window.

total number The total amount of the document; subtotal + tax + shipping.

amount due number Amount due is the total less deposits.

total cost number Total cost of each element in document.

tax in price number Tax included in each line item.

addl tax[1 - 5] number Tax amount for each of the 5 possible elements in tax table. May not be 
used properly.

dep1 checkno text Reference number of deposit, usually a check number.

dep1 date date Reference date for deposit 1.

dep1 amount number Reference amount for deposit 1.
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dep1 type number Type of deposit where:
1 = cash
2= check
3= credit card

dep1 card id number Credit card id number.

deposit1 card ID number Type of credit card.

dep2 checkno text Reference number of deposit, usually a check number.

dep2 date date Reference date for deposit 2.

dep2 amount number Reference amount for deposit 2

dep2 type number Type of deposit where:
1 = cash
2= check
3= credit card

dep 2 card id number Credit card id number.

deposit2 card ID number Type of credit card.

costed on / off Turned on when the document has been costed.

override address on / off When address can be changed and it was.

tax5 on/off Turned on when tax has been calculated in version 5.

tax in price on / off Flag that indicates tax is spread among line items above. Rather than 
total tax, it is prorated back to line items.

odiscount on / off Customer discount field has been overridden.

completed on / off Completed document as marked in pending document location field.

price locked on / off Invoice is price locked.

v2.0 on / off Indicates that the document was originally created prior to version 3.0 
of PrintSmith.

v3.0 on / off Indicates that the document was originally created in version 3.0 of 
PrintSmith.
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pends on / off Indicates whether the document is on the pending list. Normally, a 
document is either in the pending list or it is locked. The single 
exception is estimates that are cleared from the pending list but kept on 
file using the clear estimates command in the admin menu.

locked on / off Indicates whether the document is locked. Documents are locked when 
they are posted to customer history. No changes can be made to locked 
documents.

printed invoice on / off Invoice document was printed.

printed estimate on / off Estimate document was printed.

tax shipping on / off Apply tax to shipping charges.

po required on / off Indicates whether a purchase order is required for the document.

file originals on / off Indicates disposition of customer supplied originals.

web reference ID number Tracking number from web.

no tax on / off Tax this document if on.

special text Value supplied by user.

Table 24: Job Record 

Field Name Type Definition

recno number A sequential job record number assigned by PrintSmith.

rstatus text Record status where:
C = active
D = deleted

rtype text Record type where:
J = print job
K = print book job [book parts]
L = book control job
R = rubber stamp
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version number set to 4.

doc type text Document type where:
I = invoice
E = estimate
W = work order
T = template

job refno number Unique serial number of job. [not implemented]

order number number The document number of the document to which the job belongs.

job number number The sequence number of the job in the document. This number 
together with “doc type” and “order number” uniquely identify each 
job. 

description text Job description.

sales category number A number from 1 - 20 indicating the sales category in which the job is 
summarized.

sales cat name text The name of the sales category.

product code number Item number in product list assigned this job.

product code name number Name of product item assigned this job.

book id number Used only in jobs that are part of a multipart. It identifies the job 
number of the multipart control job.

press id number ID of press definition used for this job.

press name text Name of press definition used for this job.

next job number Record number of next job in invoice.

book rec number The booklet control job unique number identifies jobs associated to a 
booklet job.

prep rec number Pre-press root pointer.

prod rec number Production charges root pointer.

markup rec number Markup charges root pointer
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bind rec number Bindery root charges pointer.

schedule rec number Price List Schedule record number.

text rec number Record number of job notes record holding text.

job ticket notes text Text printed on job tickets.

job ticket rec number Internal record number for text notes.

web notes text Web worksheet notes.

web notes rec text Internal record number for text notes.

tracking date number Production dates, user defined. 

tracking time number Production times, user defined.

sked rec number [not implemented] reference number for scheduler.

cost rec number Record number of job costing record.

proof date date Not implemented in this version.

proof time text Not implemented in this version.

order qty number Job order quantity.

addl qty[1 - 5] number Bid quantities – from multiple quantities under the job menu. Only the 
first 3 are used.

press number Press quantity. In book, the sum of all press runs.

runs number Number of runs needed for each set of originals.

originals number Number of originals / number of pages in book.

signatures number Number of signatures.

sets number Number of sheets in each set, pads and carbonless.

pages per signature number [not used]

up number Number up (images per run sheet).

on number Number of unique images per run sheet.
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runout number Number of run size sheets cut out of the parent sheet.

parent out number Number of sheets from the parent.

tax rate id number Tax rate identification, 2 characters.

pricing method number The pricing method selected to calculate the price. See pricing method 
Table 25 on page 217.

uniques on / off Reserved for future use.

colors front number Number of colors on the front of the job.

colors back number Number of colors on the back of the job.

passes front number Number of passes on the front of the job.

passes back number Number of passes on the back of the job.

wash front number Wash charges for the front of the job.

wash back number Wash charges for the back of the job.

base sets number Number of sheets per set.

sheets number Total parent sheets including waste or the number of pages in a 
multipart.

waste number Number of wasted run sheets. In books, total press run (press x 
originals).

extra stock number Extra stock count to round number up to even ordered amounts.

impressions number Impressions in each run.

total impressions number Impression total for all runs.

stock id number Stock identification number.

parent X number X value of stock size. For example, 8.5 * 11, x = 8.5. Whereas a stock 
size entered as 11 * 8.5, x = 11.

parent size text Parent size as indicated in stock definition.

parent Y number Y value of stock size. For example, 8.5 * 11, y = 11. Whereas a stock size 
entered as 11 * 8.5, y = 8.
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run X number Run size x value.

run size text Run size as indicated in job window or as defaulted by stock definition.

run Y number Run size y value.

finish X number Finish size x value.

finish size text Finish size as indicated in job window.

finish Y number Finish size y value.

folded X number Folded size x value.

folded size text Folded size as indicated in job window.

folded Y number Folded size y value.

stock cost number Stock cost as entered in stock definition. Also could be merchandise 
unit cost or lines and inches depending on the pricing method.

stock units number Number of units available at above total cost. Used to calculate the cost 
per unit.

stock lot count number Minimum lot size of stock.

stock markup number Markup for the particular stock definition. Either the default global 
markup from admin other preferences or the overridden stock markup 
in the stock definition. also markup for merchandise and lines and 
inches.

material cost number Cost for materials in job. Not always used - mostly for recording cost of 
stock.

material markup 
amt

number Amount of markup added to material cost to arrive at price of material 
not counting labor.

gripper edge number Size of gripper edge.

grip side number Side of sheet to grip on.
1 = Top or Bottom
2 = Left or Right

folio edge number Size of folio edge.
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folio side number Side of sheet to use folio edge.
1 = Top or Bottom
2 = Left or Right

finish bleed 1 number Size of bleed (left) or (all sides)

finish bleed 2 number Size of bleed (right).

finish bleed 3 number Size of bleed (top).

finish bleed 4 number Size of bleed (bottom).

finish gutter 1 number Size of gutter (horizontal).

finish gutter 2 number Size of bleed (vertical).

white space 1 number Size of white space (left).

white space 2 number Size of white space (right).

white space 3 number Size of white space (top).

white space 4 number Size of white space (bottom).

across number Number of sheets across.

down number Number of sheets down.

swing across number Number of swing sheets across.

swing down number Number of swing sheets down.

cuts run number Number of cuts (Parent to Run).

cuts finish number Number of cuts (Run to Finish).

right margin number Size of right margin.

bottom margin number Size of bottom margin.

top margin number Size of top margin.

used square area number Size of square are used up.

parent square area number Size of parent square area.
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press speed number The press speed used to calculate price for this job. The press speed 
comes either from average press speed in the press definition or from a 
speed table attached to the press definition.

labor rate number Labor rate also known as, overhead burden rate, from the selected press 
definition. Copier rate from the copier definition.

labor markup number Labor markup value identified by the associated press or copier 
definition.

setup time number Total set up time in minutes.

run time number Total running time in minutes.

labor cost number Cost of direct labor to produce the job.

labor markup amt number Amount added to direct labor to arrive at labor price.

pick stock group text Used to pick stocks similar to stock used for subsequent uses of picker.

pick stock type text Used to pick stocks similar to stock used for subsequent uses of picker.

pick stock coat text Used to pick stocks similar to stock used for subsequent uses of picker.

pick stock grade text Used to pick stocks similar to stock used for subsequent uses of picker.

pick stock generic 
finish

text Used to pick stocks similar to stock used for subsequent uses of picker.

pick stock generic 
color

text Used to pick stocks similar to stock used for subsequent uses of picker.

pick stock vendor 
ID

text Used to pick stocks similar to stock used for subsequent uses of picker.

pick stock weight number Used to pick stocks similar to stock used for subsequent uses of picker.

shipping weight number Weight of paper used in job.

o sets on / off Overridden set.

o overprice on / off Overridden price.

o over unit price on / off Overridden unit price.
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o run time on / off Overridden run time.

o setup time on / off Overridden set up time.

o stock units on / off Overridden stock units.

o stock markup on / off Overridden stock markup.

o stock cost on / off Overridden stock cost.

o waste on / off Overridden waste amount.

o prod on / off Overridden production value.

o unit on / off Overridden unit.

o price on / off Overridden price.

o runout on / off Overridden runout.

o labor markup on / off Overridden labor markup.

o labor rate on / off Overridden labor rate.

o aimp on / off Overridden value for average impression speed.

OBSv3job on / off Indicates that the job was originally created in version 3.0 of 
PrintSmith.

autocalc on / off Automatically calculate size.

is web on / off The job is run on a roll fed (web) press.

worknturn on / off The job is run work and turn.

calcsigs on / off Calculate signatures.

mQuant on / off Indicates whether to show or hide multiple quantities.

run & tumble on / off The job is run and tumble.

dutch on / off Use dutch cut.

grain on / off Match grain direction.

proofed on / off Not implemented. reserved for future versions.
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completed on / off Not implemented. reserved for future versions.

stock ordered on / off Indicates whether the stock has been ordered.

tickets printed number Job tickets were printed for this job.

show notes on / off Not implemented in this version.

show notes on / off Invoice notes are shown.

finished on / off The job was completely priced.

brokered on / off The job was sent to another shop for completion.

taxable on / off The job is taxable.

o pass front on / off Overridden number of passes on front.

o pass back on / off Overridden number of passes on back.

run & tumble on / off Job is to be imposed for “run & tumble”.

perfecter on / off [not used] Press assigned to the job is a perfecter.

tax in price on / off Tax in price.

fold over on / off Reserved for future use.

o parent size on / off Parent sheet size is overridden.

use white space on / off Use white space values. 

is crouser on / off Crouser List Price job.

no pages on / off For multiparts only, disables display of page count.

has cover on / off For multiparts only, adds text that multipart has a cover.

forcesigs on / off Signature value has been overridden.

hidden on / off Indicates whether the job will be printed or not. Only jobs that are part 
of a multipart can be hidden.

use grip on / off Gripper is ON.

use folio on / off Folio edge is ON.
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use finish bleed on / off Bleed is ON.

use finish gutter on / off Gutter is ON.

use color bar on / off Color bar is ON.

o run cuts on / off Override run cuts.

o finish cuts on / off Override finish cuts.

o up on / off Override up count.

o parent out on / off Override parent count.

swap on / off Sheet dimensions are swapped.

swing bottom on / off Swing (dutch) is allowed.

finish on / off [not used]

back trim parent on / off Back trim parent is ON.

back trim run on / off Back trim run is ON.

use new cut calc on / off New cut diagram with job ticket.

attach cut diagram on / off Print a cut diagram with job ticket.

overs on / off Indicates use of overs / unders.

over unit price number Over unit price.

overs price number Overs price.

prep price number Subtotal price for prepress charges.

prod price number Subtotal price for production charges.

bind price number Subtotal price for bindery charges.

markup total number Subtotal price for markup charges.

prod charge total number Total price of all production charges.

add m number Additional price per thousand used for List pricing.

unit price number Unit price on books and copier jobs.
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price number Total price of book not including charges.

addl price[1 - 5] number Prices for additional quantities. Only first 3 are used.

target price number Adjustment amount to obtain target price.

tax number Tax portion of the job.

addl tax [1 - 5] number Tax for each element in tax table.

tax sub number Amount in job which is taxable.

tax number Total tax on job price.

total price number Price including all jobs and charges and also tax if tax is built into 
prices.

job text pointer number In memory, pointer to buffer containing job record text. On disk, has 
no meaning.

description text Description as recorded in the job window. (30 characters)

stock name text Name of stock definition. recorded in stock definition name field.

stock color text Stock color as recorded in the job menu or as defined by the default 
stock selection.

ink front text Front ink colors entered directly into the job. Used in work in progress 
reports to sort by ink color.

ink back text Back ink colors entered directly into the job. Used in work in progress 
reports to sort by ink color.

notes text Additional descriptive information.

location text Current location of job last scanned in with bar code.

special text Value entered by user and inserted in each record.

Table 24: Job Record (Continued)

Field Name Type Definition
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The information presented below will help you interpret which pricing method was
selected in a job. See the PrintSmith Reference Manual for detailed descriptions of these methods.

Table 25: Pricing Method Table

Pricing Method Name Pricing Method Name

16 Printing - In Stock 56 List - In Stock

17 Printing - Special Order 90 Outside Services

18 Printing - Customer Stock 100 Merchandise

26 Copy 1 - In Stock 110 Lines and Inches

27 Copy 1 - Special Order 120 Multiparts

28 Copy 1 - Customer 130 User 1

36 Copy 2 - In Stock 140 User 2

37 Copy 2 - Special Order 150 User 3

38 Copy 2 - Customer 160 User 4

46 Blank - In Stock 170 User 5

47 Blank - Special Order

48 Blank - Customer

Table 26: Job Costing 

Field Name Type Definition

recno number  A sequential record number.

rstatus text Record status.

rtype text Record type.

version text Record version is 0 @ 5.0

state text Costing status.

order number number Invoice number of document.
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job number number Job number in document.

machine number [not used]

person number  [NOT IMP] person primarily responsible for production

src recno number document record number this record is “attached” to

schedule recno number [NOT IMP] scheduling record number

misc rec number [not used]

impressions number

total impressions number

actual unit count number Quantity from job or charge.

actual spoilage number

actual materials number Cost of materials in job or charge.

setup time number actual setup time

run time number actual production (running) time

labor unit cost number Labor rate.

labor cost number  Actual cost of labor. 

total cost number Actual costs for job or charge. This is the amount entered by user when 
costing jobs and charges.

commission1 number

commission2 number

impressions number Impressions per run.

total impressions number Total number of impressions.

actual spoilage number Actual spoilage count.

setup time number Setup time.

run time number Run time.

Table 26: Job Costing (Continued)

Field Name Type Definition
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actual setup number Actual setup time.

actual unit number Actual number of unit counts.

special text Value entered by you.

Table 27: Daily / Monthly Sales Record 

Field Name Type Definition

recno number A sequential daily or monthly sales record number assigned by 
PrintSmith.

rstatus number Record status.

rtype number Record type.

pdate date Date closeout was performed.

end date date Ending date for composite records.

sales categories[1-
30]

number Daily sales broken out by categories.

shipping number Shipping charges.

discounts number Total amount of all discounts.

markups number Total amount of markups.

taxable sales number Total of sales which were taxable.

tax on sales number Tax due on taxable sales.

non tax sales number Non tax sales - tax exempt sales.

total sales number Summary of sales categories 1-16 + discounts + markups = total sales.

total other number Total of other sales including no sale 1 & 2 + shipping.

apply deposits number Amount of deposits applied. Deposits are applied when an invoice 
containing deposits is picked up.

Table 26: Job Costing (Continued)

Field Name Type Definition
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new deposits number Amount of new deposits received since last daily closeout.

return deposits number Amount of deposits returned.

forfeit deposits number Deposits that have been forfeit. Invoice was canceled and the money 
was not returned to the customer.

deposit balance number Total deposits held on pending invoices.

pos cash number Total amount of cash taken through the cash register.

pos check number Total amount of checks taken through the cash register.

pos card number Total amount of credit card sales made through the cash register.

ar cash number Total amount of cash taken in through post payments.

ar check number Total of checks taken in through post payments.

ar card number Total credit card sales taken in through post payments.

ar charge number Total of new invoices charged to customer accounts.

total receipts number The total of all cash, check, and credit card receipts.

bank deposit number Amount actually put in the bank, from deposit slip.

taxable receipts number Total amount of receipts that are taxable.

tax on receipts number Amount of tax on taxable receipts.Tax actually collected

non tax receipts number Amount of receipts that are not taxable.

ar balance number Accounts receivable balance at time of daily closeout.

on account number Receipts on account. tax status is undefined.

fm account number Amount applied to open items from previously posted payments. New 
taxable receipt but not new receipt.

onaccount balance number Total of account receipts not applied.

draw number Cash withdrawn from cash drawer. Paid outs.

variance number Cash over / short. Difference between computer and actual receipts.

Table 27: Daily / Monthly Sales Record (Continued)

Field Name Type Definition
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sq. ft. number Number of square feet in shop at time of daily closeout.

employees number Number of employees.

press hours number Number of press hours.

prod hours number Number of other production hours.

other hours number Total of non productive hours. overhead.

total memos number Total of memos.

total no sales 
memos

number Total no sales memos.

total void number Total voided sales.

total deleted number Total deleted.

invoice count number Total number of invoices included in daily closeout.

invoice total number Total amount of invoices picked up during the daily closeout.

monthly on / off Indicates that this is a monthly report.

composite on / off This record is a summary of other records.

v3 on / off Record was converted from version 3.

reserved number Reserved for future releases.

first pickup number First document picked up in a period.

last pickup number Last document picked up in a period.

first inv number Record number of first invoice created in period.

last inv number Last invoice created during period.

first est number Record number of first estimate created in period.

last est number Last estimate created in period.

first day number First daily sales record in a month.

last day number Last daily sales record in a month.

Table 27: Daily / Monthly Sales Record (Continued)

Field Name Type Definition
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first tax number First tax detail record number.

last tax number Last tax detail record number.

misc1-2 number Reserved for future releases.

totalNew number Before tax total amount of new invoices written during the period.

totalPickup number Before tax total of invoices picked up during the period.

totalVoid number Not implemented.

accrued WIP number TotalNew - totalPickup.

wip total inv number Total invoices in Work In Progress

wip total est number Total estimates in Work In Progress 

wip total done number Total Work In Progress marked complete

wip no sale number Not implemented.

Table 27: Daily / Monthly Sales Record (Continued)

Field Name Type Definition
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special text Value entered by user during download process. Usually used to identify 
accounting period.

Table 28: History Record 

Field Name Type Definition

recno number A sequential record number assigned by PrintSmith.

rstatus number Record status

rtype number Record type where:
1 = invoice posting
2 = payment
3 = memos
4 = not used
5 = finance charge
6 = transfers

title text Invoice title or cash account name.

flags number Not implemented.

store number Value supplied by user during download process.

custno number Customer account number associated with this history record. The 
account history record belongs to.

account name text Name of customer account

ordno number Order / invoice number for this record.

next ptr number Next pointer.

inv ptr number Invoice pointer.

pay ptr number Payment pointer.

date posted number Date invoice was posted (picked up)

doc date number Date document was billed (statement generated).

Table 27: Daily / Monthly Sales Record (Continued)

Field Name Type Definition
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tax table number Tax table assigned to document used to calculate tax.

tax code number Tax code assigned to document.

Table 28: History Record (Continued)

Field Name Type Definition
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tax rate number Tax rate used in source transaction. Used for apportioning partial 
payment.

tax number Actual tax defined in supporting document.

tax total number Original amount of tax total.

sub total number Total amount posted prior to deposits.

total number Original amount due (total less deposits)

tax due number Amount of tax not collected.

tax balance number Amount of taxable not collected.

refund number Amount of payment returned to customer.

balance number Total amount still due.

partial checkno number Check number on partial payment.

partial date date Date of partial payment.

partial amount number Amount of partial payment.

partial type number Partial type where:
1 = cash
2 = check
3 = credit card.

partial card id number Credit card id.

part count number Number of times a partial has been applied to this record.

partial total number Total of all partial payments made to date.

final checkno number Check number of final payment.

final date date Final payment date.

final amount number Final amount paid.

Table 28: History Record (Continued)

Field Name Type Definition
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final type number Final type of payment where:
1 = cash
2 = check
3 = credit card

final card id number Credit card id.

special text Text entered by user during export.

Table 29: Memo Record 

Field Name Type Definition

recno number Sequential record number assigned by PrintSmith.

rtype text Record type.

rstatus text Record status.

name text Journal description.

custno number Customer account number.

store number [not implemented]

docno number Document number.

refno number Reference number.

ar ptr number AR pointer.

sales rep text Sales rep assigned to account.

version number Version memo was created.

adjust customer on / off Adjusted customer sales status when originally posted.

adjust invoice on / off Memo was an invoice adjustment.

tax differs number Tax sub differs from subtotal.

only tax on / off Only tax button turned on or off.

Table 28: History Record (Continued)

Field Name Type Definition
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no print doc on / off Indicates if document is to be printed.

no detail on / off Indicates if sales are effected.

no tax on / off Indicates if tax is to be applied.

sale code text Sales code.

tax code text Tax code.

tax table text Tax table. Used to determine the tax rate.

tax rate number Tax rate used to determine the tax.

taxable number Taxable amount.

sales cat[1-20] number Amount in each sales category.

inv charges number Total invoice level charges.

shipping charges number Amount of shipping.

markups number Invoice level markups.

discount number Discount amount.

sales tax number Sales tax.

sub total number Sub total.

shipping number Shipping.

total number Total.

special text Value supplied by user.

Table 30: POS Log Record 

Field Name Type Definition

recno number Sequential record number assigned by PrintSmith.

rstatus number Record status.

Table 29: Memo Record (Continued)

Field Name Type Definition
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rtype number Record type. 

date date Date posted.

time time Time posted.

voided on / off

header on / off

detail on / off

receipt on / off

resale on / off Turned on if record is not taxable.

orate on / off Rate is overridden.

oprice on / off Price is overridden.

pickup on / off

company text Identifies company

store text Identifies store number within company

tax table text Two character identifier of tax table.

tax code text Tax code.

tax rate number Tax Rate.

cust no number Customer account number.

name number Customer account title.

sales cat number Sales category of record.

department number Cash register department number.

quantity number Quantity.

rate number Rate.

price number Price is rate X quantity unless there’s an override.

total tax number Amount of tax due based on price.

Table 30: POS Log Record (Continued)

Field Name Type Definition
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amount number Total of price and tax.

tax number amount of tax due based on price.

tax sub number amount of price which is taxable.

special text Text entered by user during export.

Table 31: Tax Details Record 

Field Name Type Definition

recno number Sequential record number assigned by PrintSmith.

rstatus number Record status.

rtype number Record type.
1 = Sales
2 = Receipts

date date Date posted.

tax table text Tax table used to calculate tax.

tax code text Tax code.

tax sales number Tax on taxable sales.

taxable sales number Taxable sales.

no tax sales number Sales that are not taxable.

total sales number Total sales including tax.

tax receipt number Tax on taxable receipts.

taxable receipt number Taxable receipts.

no tax receipt number Receipts that are not taxable.

total receipt number Total receipts.

special text Text entered by user during export.

Table 30: POS Log Record (Continued)

Field Name Type Definition
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Table 32: Stock Definition Record 

Field Name Type Definition

recno number A sequential record number assigned by PrintSmith.

rstatus number Status where:
C = Current
D = Deleted

rstatus number Record status.

rtype number Record type.

group number Grouping of stocks where:
1 = paper
2 = envelope
3 = carbonless
4 = other

coat text Stock coating 1 or 2 sided.

name text Name of stock.

color text Color of stock.

type number Stock type used for Basic Sizes table.

generic color ID number Table ID of Generic Color.

generic color name text Generic Color name text.

generic finish ID number Table ID of Generic Finish.

generic finish name number Generic Finish name text.

grade number Table ID of Grade table.

vendor ID text Vendor ID from Vendor table.

vendor stock no text Stock number used to order stock from vendor.

vendor text Vendor from which this stock is ordered.

type number [not used] type of stock

sets number Number of sheets per set.
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version number Set to 1 starting at 5.0

internal id number Stock identification number assigned by PrintSmith to uniquely 
identify the stock.

sub id[2] number id of stocks created from parent size table during conversion from 4.x.

weight number weight of stock (U.S. style)

vendor id number [not used] unique id of vendor for payable system

unit number unit value.

lot count number Size of lot count.

carton count number Sheets per carton.

carton weight number Weight of each skid.

weight number Weight of stock.

mweight number Weight per 1000 sheets.

caliper number Thickness of sheet.

parent x number parent X value where: x value = width of sheet

parent y number parent Y value where: y value = height of sheet.

parent size number parent size

run x number Run size X value.

run y number Run size Y value.

run size number run size

s[1-6]cost number Cost of stock. Elements 2 and 3 are used for variable stock cost.

s[1-6]cwt number Carton weight.

s[1-6]addm number Additional cost per M (thousand)

s[1-6]markup number Markup. If 0, uses the default stock markup.

s[1-6]limit number Quantity limit.

Table 32: Stock Definition Record (Continued)

Field Name Type Definition
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schedule number ID of schedule to use with stock in List pricing.

blank units[1 - 6] number Blank paper units located in pricing preferences blank stock.

blank cost[1-6] number Blank sheet cost calculated by unit cost time respective markup in 
pricing preferences blank stock.

copyid1 number ID of copier preset for copier 1 pricing method

copy id2 number ID of copier preset for copier 2 pricing method

copier number Cost which may be used with certain copier definitions depending on 
options in the copier definition.

press id number Selected press id number.

press name number Selected press name.

price expires number Paper vendor expiration date.

price changed date number Date of last price change.

last modification 
date

number Date of last modification.

min level number minimum stocking level

min order number minimum order amount

on hand number number of sheets on hand

committed number number of sheets needed for jobs awaiting production.

on order number number of sheets on order

to order number number of sheets which need to be ordered.

inv extra number [not used]

mWeight number [not used] M weight of stock

gsm number [not used] for metric paper, weight per square meter.

cut rate number Cut rate per 100.

minimum cut number Minimum cut charge.

Table 32: Stock Definition Record (Continued)

Field Name Type Definition
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linear feet number [not used] for roll stock only, length of roll.

charges[1-10] number Charges attached to stock definition. Only 5 are used.

comment Text  Comment entered by user.

thickness type number Caliper=1, Points=2, Plies=3.

is crouser on / off Is a Crouser stock.

priced in sets on / off Is priced in sets.

no broken cartons on / off Broken carton not allowed.

is metric on / off Measured in metric units.

roll stock on / off Is a roll stock definition.

is metric on / off definition data is for metric stock

omarkup on / off Override of standard stock markup.

in house on / off Stock is kept in house.

roll stock on / off [not used] stock defines a roll based stock, size of roll will be in linear 
feet

o copy 1 on / off [no longer used?]

o copy 2 on / off [no longer used?]

in house number Not implemented. reserved for future use.

auto calc on / off Indicates use of auto calc blank stock price.

qty discount number Quantity discount.

special text Value supplied by user during export process.

Table 32: Stock Definition Record (Continued)

Field Name Type Definition
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Table 33: Press Definition Record 

Field Name Type Definition

recno number A sequential record number assigned by PrintSmith.

rstatus number Record status.

rtype number Record type.

name text Name of press definition.

internal id number Internal number which uniquely identifies press.

machine id number User entered ID of actual machine for scheduling.

heads number Number of color heads on the press.

sales cat number Sales category assigned to press.

setup time number Number of minutes of initial setup.

addl head number Minutes of setup for each additional head used in job.

addl run number Minutes of setup for each additional run.

press speed number Average impressions per hour if not from speed table.

speed table ptr number Speed table attached to press definition. (optional)

waste table ptr number Waste table attached to press definition. (optional)

fixed spoilage number fixed waste added to all jobs using this press.

labor rate number Labor rate used to calculate labor cost.

labor markup number Labor markup used to calculate labor price.

gripper edge number Amount of gripper edge for press.

minimum time number Minimum time for jobs on this press in minutes.

sequence number Press sequence number.

stack height number Not implemented.

plate charge number Plate fee if not using plate charge.
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flat charge number Not implemented.

wash rate number Rate for each wash up.

maxX number X value of maximum stock size.

max stock size number Maximum paper size.

maxY number Y value of maximum stock size.

isWeb on / off Roll fed press.

variable speed on / off Press speed comes from variable speed table,

use waste on / off Waste is calculated using assigned waste chart instead of system waste 
chart.

is default on / off Indicates default press.

perfecter on / off Not implemented.

time in seconds number Not implemented.

perfector on / off Press is a perfector.

time in seconds on / off Times are in seconds not minutes.

charges[1 - 10] number Charges preset on press.

special text Value supplied by user.

Table 34: Copier Definition Record 

Field Name Type Definition

recno number A sequential record number assigned by PrintSmith.

rstatus number Record status.

rtype number Record type.

name text Copier name.

Table 33: Press Definition Record (Continued)

Field Name Type Definition
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sequence number Sequence of copier.

oldid number Old id number.

machine id number Machine ID for grouping copier jobs by machine.

days per year number Number of days per year copier is available.

hours per day number Number of hours per day copier is available.

speed number Number of copies per minute.

efficiency number Percentage of available time copier is in use.

maintenance number Monthly maintenance as entered in copier definition.

payment number Monthly payment as noted in copier definition.

machine number Cost plus cost per copy calculated from overhead factors.

labor number Labor per copy.

toner number Toner per copy.

developer number Developer per copy.

copy range[1 - 12] number Copy quantity range 1-3, copy cost range 1-3, copy stock range 1-3 
from cost plus method.

stock factor [1-6] number Copiers’ stock factor (only first 3 are used).

reserved number not implemented.

internal id number Number assigned by PrintSmith to uniquely identify copier definition.

markup number Copy markup.

OBS stock markup number Stock markup.

setup time number Not implemented.

labor rate number Not implemented.

minimum number Not implemented.

flags number Not implemented.

Table 34: Copier Definition Record (Continued)

Field Name Type Definition
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charges[1-10] number Charge ID’s of charges preset in copier.

chart qty[15] number Matrix quantity breaks for quantity ordered

chart original[10] number Matrix quantity breaks for number of originals.

chart factor[150] number First side rate table.

chart factor2[150] number Second side rate table.

schedule type number Type of schedule attached where:
1 = matrix is copy cost
2 = matrix is discount table
3 = matrix is step table

method number Type of pricing method selected where:
1 = cost plus pricing
2 = flat rate pricing
3 = copies and originals
4 = copier per originals
5 = total of all copies
6 = Square area & originals
7 = total of square area

stock price number How stock price in handled in copier pricing:
1 = included in rate
2 = marked up stock cost
3 = included in copier 1 of stock definition.
4 = included in copier 2 of stock definition.

second side number Handle second side by, where:
1 = not changing price
2 = using first side rate
3 = using second side rate
4 = counting as more originals
5 = using second side rate.

sales category number Sales category that copier is assigned to.

sales cat name number Sales category name.

flat rate number Flat rate per copy.

Table 34: Copier Definition Record (Continued)

Field Name Type Definition
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flat markup number Flat rate markup.

base rate number Base rate.

base markup number Base markup.

stock markup number Stock markup.

copy markup number Copy markup.

back factor number Second side factor.

extra number not implemented.

use factors on / off Use “back factor” to calculate second side price.

only copies on / off Leave stock out when calculating second side.

ignore side 2 on / off Handle second side by not changing price.

total all copies on / off Use total of all copies to determine row in matrix.

use originals on / off Use multiple columns and originals to select column.

o stock markup on / off The stock markup is overridden.

special text User supplied value.

Table 35: Charge Definition Record 

Field Name Type Definition

recno number A sequential charge definition record number generated by PrintSmith.

rstatus number Record status.

rtype text Record type.

next category number Next category in linked list.

last category number Last category in linked list.

next item number Next item in linked list.

unit cost number Used as historical record for calculating charge costs.

Table 34: Copier Definition Record (Continued)

Field Name Type Definition
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category id number Identifies category charge belongs to.

labels text Field labels for this charge.

description text Title of charge.

notes text User entered notes regarding charge.

list id number Identifies command charge belongs in where:
1 = prep
2 = bindery
3 = merchandise
4 = lines and inches
5 = miscellaneous
6 = production

charge id number Unique identifier of charge.

sales cat number Sales category assigned to charge.

sales cat name text Sales category name.

tax rate ID number [not used] tax rate from variable tax table

rate qty number Standard rate multiplier: user entered or calculated quantity.

mat qty number Standard quantity for material rate.

number of sets number Number of units per set for use with rate.

material sets number Number of units per set for use with material rate.

price number Price for the charge.

start text Time started.

stop text Time stopped.

stock charge on / off not used in definition - used in estimator

o Cut qty on / off not used in definition - used in estimator

show notes on / off Show note field on invoice.

finished on / off Pricing is complete.

Table 35: Charge Definition Record (Continued)

Field Name Type Definition
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brokered on / off Charge was sent out for completion.

taxable on / off Charge is taxable.

displayqty on / off Display quantity on invoice.

oprice on / off Price is overridden.

orqty on / off Rate quantity is overridden.

omqty on / off Material quantity is overridden.

version number Version of record.

sequence on / off used to order definitions in category list

reserved on / off Not implemented.

method number Pricing method where:
1 = press / finish - job aware
2 = markup
3 = flat rate
4 = always ask
5 = price list
6 = rate list
7 = cutting charge
8 = ink charge

qty type number Quantity type where:
1 = number of sets
2 = quantity
3 = time
4 = no quantity
5 = number of sets and set up

markup type number Indicates type of markup where:
1 = job
2 = charges
3 = job and charges same category
4 = invoice

Table 35: Charge Definition Record (Continued)

Field Name Type Definition
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job qty type number Quantity entry where:
1 = number of sets
2 = quantity
3 = time start / stop
4 = one only
5 = no. sets and set up

use orig on / off Job aware charge uses originals in its calculations.

use sigs on / off Job aware charge uses signatures in its calculations

use colors on / off Job aware charge uses colors in its calculations.

ignore cuts on / off Use “lifts” for pricing.

bindery operation on / off State of the “Bindery Operation” button in definition. See PrintSmith 
Reference Manual for description.

use minimum on / off A minimum amount applies.

use setup on / off A set up value is used in charge calculation.

use m sets on / off Material sets are used in charge calculation.

use r sets on / off Rate sets are used in charge calculation.

use rate on / off Rate is used in charge calculation.

use material on / off Material is used in charge calculation.

enter material on / off The user will be prompted to enter material quantity.

enter rate on / off The user will be prompted to enter quantity.

adjust sets on / off Indicates if sets are adjustable in the Estimator.

no overrrides on / off If on, user can not override anything.

no m quantity on / off Material quantity is not used in calculations.

hidden on / off Indicates if the charge is hidden.

press charge number Press charge.

rate set count number Number of units in a set. Ink charge = coverage.

Table 35: Charge Definition Record (Continued)

Field Name Type Definition
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material set count number Number of material units in a set.

rate number Rate charged per set. Ink charge = price / pound.

material rate number Material rate per material set.

minimum number Minimum charge.

price list number Price list attached to charge.

mach id number Reserved for future use.

inventory status number Reserved for future use.

o rate on / off Indicates that rate was overridden.

sku 14 text Used to enter a product code. This is useful for grouping charges for 
analysis.

special text Value supplied by user during download process.

Table 36: Price List Definition Record 

Field Name Type Definition

recno number A sequential record number assigned by PrintSmith.

rstatus number Record status.

rtype text Record type where:
P = price list
Q = Qty discount (obsolete)
S = Speed table
W = Waste chart

title text Title of price list.

quantity[1 - 15] number Quantities.

amount[1 - 15] number Amounts.

Table 35: Charge Definition Record (Continued)

Field Name Type Definition
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doAddl on / off Last line in table is for additional price to calculate prices for quantities 
larger than highest quantity in table. Only used for price lists, not rate 
lists.

is pct on / off Amounts are percentages.

sequence number Sequence.

fill all on / off fill all.

is dollar on / off Amounts are currency.

interpolate on / off Indicates if interpolation is on or off.

is rate on / off Price list is a rate table.

isdiscount on / off Price list is a discount table.

special text User defined value.

Table 37: Price Schedules Record Definition List 

Field Name Type Definition

recno number a sequential record number assigned by PrintSmith.

rstatus Number record status.

rtype Number record type. 

ID Number identification.

schedule type Number Schedule type where:
1 = Rubber Stamps
2 = Copier 1
3 = Copier 2
4 = Standard List
5 = Pass pricing.

Name Text Schedule name.

Table 36: Price List Definition Record (Continued)

Field Name Type Definition
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qty[1- 15] Number variable information. Where 1 - 30 equals quantity, 31 - 150 equals 
prices per quantity.

side1[75] number

side 2[75] number

special text value entered by user

Table 38: Contacts Record Definition 

Field Name Type Definition

record number number A sequential record number assigned by PrintSmith.

record status text Record status
‘C ‘= Current
‘D’ = Deleted

record type number Record type, what type of account does this contact belong to.
0 = Customer
1 = Prospect

contact id number Uniquely identify a contact account.

cust acct number A customer / prospect account number assigned by PrintSmith.

cust record number A customer / prospect record number assigned by PrintSmith.

title text Full title of contact using prefix & suffix.
Shown in reverse order.
“Mr. Last name, First name”

contact text Full name of the contact.
Included Prefix and Suffix.

Table 37: Price Schedules Record Definition List (Continued)

Field Name Type Definition
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first name text First name of contact.

last name text Last name of contact.

name text Account name for which contact is assigned.

address text Full address as shown using country specific formatting from 
preferences.

street 1 text Line 1 of (Street) address block.

street 2 text Line 2 of (Street) address block.

city text City from address block (Table Editor).

state text State from address block (Table Editor).

zip text Zip code from address block (Table Editor).

address 3 text [not used]

address 4 text [not used]

country text Country name or empty for default country (Table Editor) - Address 
Preference.

phone text Invoice address phone number.

fax text Invoice address fax number.

phone 2 text Invoice mobile phone.

phone 3 text Invoice e-mail account.

phone 4 text [not used]

prefix text Contact prefix (Table Editor).

suffix text Contact suffix (Table Editor).

salutation text Contact salutation.

job title text Title of contact.

sales ranking number [not used]

Table 38: Contacts Record Definition (Continued)

Field Name Type Definition
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external ref number text External reference string.

web access on / off Is web enabled.

do not mail on / off Don’t mail; 1= on.

use contact address on / off Set to (1) when a custom address is used for this contact.

sales rep text The first 16 characters of the sales rep name. The name of the default 
sales rep assigned to the contact is recorded here.

default inv number [not used]

default est number [not used]

created date date Date contact was created.

changed date date [not used]

used date Late date the contact was used.

marketing date 1 - 
10

date From account marketing panel, user specific (10) dates.

lead source 1-2 text From account marketing panel (table).

marketing tags 1-8 text From account marketing panel.
(Table Editor).

personal account on / off Indicates contact represents a person not a company contact.

Table 39: Location Log Definition 

Field Name Type Definition

record number number A sequential record number assigned by PrintSmith.

record status text Record status.
‘C ‘= Current
‘D’ = Deleted

record type number [not used]

Table 38: Contacts Record Definition (Continued)

Field Name Type Definition
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document number number Invoice or Estimate the log item belongs to.

document type text Type of document.
‘I’ = Invoice
‘E’ = Estimate

document record 
number

number Record number of INV or EST.

job record number number Record number of job which was changed.

job number number Job number from invoice.

location text The new location text for the job.

user name text Users name who was logged in when the location change occurred.

date stamp date Date the change occurred.

time stamp time Time the change occurred.

time in seconds time Date and time in seconds for compare and sort.

Table 40: Table Definition 

Field Name Type Definition

record number number A sequential record number assigned by PrintSmith.

record status text Record status.
‘C’= Current
‘D’ = Deleted.

record type number [not used]

next record number [not used]

version number Initially set to (1).

Table 39: Location Log Definition (Continued)

Field Name Type Definition
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table id number Unique ID assigned by PrintSmith.

run entries number Count of items in the table.

element id number Unique ID counter for all entries in the table, each new item is always 
assigned a new ID.

title text Name of table.

table type number Internal use only.

sort mode number Table sort method.
0 = no sort
1 = sort by ID
2 = sort by key (Alphabetic)
3 = sort by key (Numeric)
4 = sort by name
5 = sort by key (Size)

table number Internal flags.

entries[1-100] 
sequence

number Position indicator for this item, sorted.

entries[1-100] id number Unique ID for this item.

entries[1-100] key text Lookup key assigned to this item when sorting the key in PrintSmith 
and displaying the item name from the table.

entries[1-100] 
name

text Display title for this item.

Table 40: Table Definition (Continued)

Field Name Type Definition
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A
adjust 49
alignment 119
alignment manager 89
arc object tool 117

B
body 32
box object tool 116
bring to front 60, 119

C
change text properties 118
conventions 8
copy and paste 60
copy selection to bitmap 60, 119
create new group 16
current date 126
customizing report runs 20

D
data

sorting 67
data export

see also layout manager
data find criteria 118
data sort 118
data source 75

starting record number 30
data source manager 51, 118
data sources 30
database field tool 117
database fields

summarizing 149
date

date/time formula 155
modifying format 57

date field
inserting 56
see also dynamic date

define search rules 61
delete report 19
deleting reports in report manager 20
documents

types 30
downloader 165

data file summary 166
Introduction 165
starting 168

duplicate 60
duplicate selected objects 118
dynamic dates 126

defined 123
E

edit object tool 58, 116
evaluate 151
export format 49
export options 49
exporting

changing field order 164
documents 170
field names example 163
pending documents 172
setting field order 163

exporting data 19, 173
example 21
see also layout manager

F
field

adding a total 149
options 52

field list 76
field properties 61

displaying 52, 147
field type 52
options 52

fields
changing export order of 164
database 148
exporting 162
grouping 53
hidden not exported 163
moving and resizing 64
naming for export 162
order explained 119
organizing 50
properties 50
setting export order 163
summarize 149

file locations 154
file open 117
fill color picker 122
fill pattern picker 122

fill tool 120
find

criteria 127
date less than or equal 136
dates equal to 131
dates greater than or equal 134
dates less than 132
number/currency 129
other operators 144
range of dates 138
text example 128
time 139
true/false 140
using and/or 141
using greater than with other op-

erators 142
using less than with other opera-

tors 143
float footer 64
footer 33
form letter example 92
formula field

properties 148
formulas

naming for export 162
summarizing 159

G
grand summary 35
graphic tool palette 44, 116
graphics

adding 44
grid manager 43, 118
group

creating 17
deleting 20
registering new 16

group selected objects 59, 119
H

header 32
header and footer 89

I
image viewer 46, 118
import logos 119
import logos into PrintSmith 60

J
job ticket

custom 105
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making changes 110
overview 103
page parts 108
use of tables 112
working with 105

L
layout manager 28, 45, 120
leading page summary 99
leading summary 34
line color picker 121
line object tool 116
location log 69
logos

adding 65
lookup 153

M
magnifying tool 116
margins 49
modify existing report 62

N
new freehand object tool 117
new graph tool 117

O
object properties 54
object size 55
objects

changing order of grouped 59
grouping 59
ordering with fields 119
selecting 58
shuffle 60

open form layout 118
opening files

macOS cannot recognize file
type 117

output options 161
oval object tool 117

P
page

setting size 32
size and orientation 48

page layout 32
page number

inserting 161
page numbering

modifying format 57
page numbers

inserting 56
page part manager 36, 120
pattern picker 121
pen mode 55
pen tool 120
pen width 121
polygon object tool 117
preset search rules 20
pricing 217
print 118
Print preview 53
print preview 118
print to screen 118
printing

from the pending List 24
no preview 54
preview 54

protect layout 49
R

raw data 169
Record Definitions

price schedules record 243
record definitions 185

charge 192
charge definition 238
copier definition 235
daily / monthly sales 219
history 223
invoice 199
job 206
memo 226
pos log 227
press definition 234
price list definition 242
stock definition 230
stock order 197
tax details 229

register new report 16
remove presets 20
report

deleting 19
report manager

edit 16
export to file 15
print 15
remove presets 20

report preview

saving 25
report profiler 45
report table 154
report wizard 17

data source 75
field list 76
preview 76
sort types 76

report writer
file locations 154

reports
creating 77
downloading via web 24
generating 53
printing 53
saving 53
sharing 25
sharing report previews 25
viewing saved 26

rotated text 49
rounded box object tool 116
ruler manager 44, 118

S
scale 49
schedule

printed reports example 21
scheduling

printed report example 17
screen points 44
scripting 178
search

date equal to 132
removing 127

search rules 84
using 61

searching
and/or 142
contains 145
currency fields 130
date less than 134
date less than or equal 137
ends with 145
greater than or equal to date 136
mixing operators 143
number fields 130
range of dates 139
starts with 145
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text fields 127
time 140
true/false 141

security 19
select all objects 118
select all objects tool 59
select data source 51

data sources 30
send to back 60, 119
set command 158
set panel 158

menu options 159
settings

object property 54
shared table 154
shuffle down 60, 119

see also exporting, setting field
order

shuffle up 60, 119
see also exporting, setting field

order 119
sort manager 62
sort order 67, 83
sort types 76
special 155
special copy 60
store number

hiding and showing 58
inserting in a report 153

sum types 76
summarize 149

formulas 159
summarizing

database fields 149
summary page part manager 37
symbol palm pilot 69

T
tables

included in report profiler 45
test 152
text object tool 116
time

inserting 56
modifying format 57

title 33
totaling fields 149
trailing page summary 99

trailing summary 35
U

ungroup selected objects 59, 119
V

view object properties 118
viewing scale 30

W
wizard

modifying wizard reports 63
new report 28
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